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Abstract

Extinction curves of the Milky Way (MW), Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and Small

Magellanic Cloud (SMC) have given us a unique possibility to gain insight into the dust

compositions of these three galaxies. For many years these were the only galaxies where

we had a direct way to measure the interstellar dust composite. Recently it has become

possible to obtain extinction curves of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) host galaxies, which has

opened the possibility to study the interstellar dust within distant early-type galaxies in

great detail.

In this thesis I am examining the extinction curves of the MW, the LMC, the SMC

and 10 different GRB host galaxies to identify possible ideal interstellar dust combination

which can explain the observed extinction in these galaxies. To obtain the dust combina-

tions, I have reproduced the observed extinction curves using laboratory measurements

of the individual extinction of a select group of carbon and silicate dust grains expected

to be good representatives for the average interstellar dust composition in galaxies.

Combining different dust grain size combinations and different materials I find that the

MW and LMC are best represented by a dust composition consisting of a mix of car-

bon and silicate dust. However, for the SMC and the different GRB host galaxies, the

dust composition which best represents the observations contains only silicate dust. Both

of these dust combination types are reasonable because they are consistent with dust

composition found in other studies of the extinction curves.
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Resumé

Ekstinktionskurver fra Mælkevejen, den Store Magellanske Sky og den Lille Magellanske

Sky har givet os en unik mulighed for at f̊a indsigt i støvindholdet i de tre galakser. I mange

år var disse de eneste galakser hvor vi havde mulighed for at m̊ale støvsammensætningen

direkte. Fornyligt er det blevet muligt at f̊a ekstinktionskurver fra gamma-ray bursts host

galaxies. Dette har åbnet op for at støv sammensætningen ogs̊a kan undersøges i fjeren

early-type galakser i stor detalje.

I dette specielle vil jeg undersøge ekstinktionskurverne fra Mælkevejen, den Store Ma-

gellanske Sky, den Lille Magellanske Sky og 10 forskellige GRB host galaxies for at identi-

ficerer ideelle støvkombinationer, som kan forklare de observerede ekstinktionskurver. For

at finde disse støvkombinationer har jeg reproduceret de observerede ekstinktionskurver

ved hjælp af laboratorie m̊alinger af den individuelle ekstinktion fra udvalgte silikat og

karbon støv korn, som forventes at være en god repræsentation af støvet i galakserne.

Ved at kombinere forskellige støv korn størrelser og støv af forskelligt materiale fin-

der jeg at Mælkevejen og den Store Magellanske Sky bedst kan repræsenteres af en

støvkombination best̊aende af silikat og karbon støv. For den Lille Magellanske Sky og

de 10 GRB host galaxies er det dog kun støv best̊aende af silikat der er den bedste

støvkombination. Begge disse kombinationer er rimlige da de stemmer overens med hvad

andre studer af de forskellige ekstinktionskurver finder er de bedste støvkombinationer.
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1 Introduction

When looking up at the dark night sky it is possible to see the belt of the Milky Way. This belt

is filled with faraway stars, gas and dust. In all its glowing glory it is easy to overlook the dark

spots giving a sharp contrast to the light. These dark spots are just as important for the galaxy

as the light. The dark spots contain the gas and dust which can be used to make new stars and

planets form. But just like the dust can be helpful, it can also be a hindrance. When trying to

determine distances to objects within the galaxy, the dust blocks the light making the object

appear further away. This effect is called extinction. The extinction is a measurement of how

much light the dust absorbs and scatters. For the Milky Way (hereafter MW) the interstellar

extinction curve has been known for some time and is characterised by a bump at 2175Å [1].

Besides the MW it is possible to determine the extinction of the Large and Small Magellanic

clouds (hereafter LMC, SMC). Both of these differ from the MW curve. The LMC has a smaller

bump and a steeper rise in smaller wavelengths, and the SMC is a step featureless curve [2]. For

some time these were the only galaxies it was possible to determine the extinction for. Within

the last 10-15 years, it has become possible to determine the extinction curve of gamma-ray

burst (hereafter GRB) host galaxies using the deviations from the normal power-law spectral

energy distribution.

As mentioned earlier the extinction can be a hindrance in some cases, but it can also be

useful. Since extinction is a measure of how much light is absorbed and scattered by the dust,

we can use it to determine what kind of dust caused the extinction. In 1977 Mathis, Rumpl and

Nordsieck (hereafter MRN) came up with a power-law fit that took the natural abundance of

the elements into account when fitting different size distribution and dust combinations, to the

observed extinction curves. They found that to get a good fit for the 2175Å feature they had

to make a combination of carbon dust and some other material. If they hadn’t used a mix of

dust materials they would not be able to fit the entire extinction curve well according to their

criteria. They got the best fits when using a combination of carbon and some form of silicate

dust [3]. This combination has been explored in numerous articles, most of which agrees with

the outcome of the MRN interpretation. It is therefore possible from the extinction curves to

gain knowledge of the dust composition of the galaxy in which the extinction curve origins.

In this thesis I will examine the extinction curves of the MW, LMC, SMC and ten GRB host

galaxies. I will try to fit combinations of different dust materials and dust grain sizes to the

observed extinction curves. I will do this to examine if it is possible to recreate the extinction

using the single dust grain sizes unique extinction. Thereby I will be showing that the extinction

is caused by certain types of grains of certain materials for the specific galaxy. This will indicate

wheater or not the simple carbon and silicate dust model proposed by MRN is viable for all

galaxies. It will also provide insight into the host galaxies of the GRBs which may not always

be resolved when observing the burst. This method can therefore tell what the dust in the

galaxy most likely is made of without having a direct measurement of the host galaxy.
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2 Extinction

Before I start examining the different extinction curves I have to understand what causes the

extinction in the first place. The extinction is a measurement of how dust in the line of sight

absorbs and scatters light, thereby obscuring the light source behind it. If I assume that the

extinction goes to zero when the wavelength λ → ∞ and I have observations of the object

at long wavelengths where the extinction is very small, it becomes possible to determine the

dimming of the light caused by the dust. This dimming effect caused by the dust, the extinction

Aλ at wavelength λ is measured in magnitudes and is defined the following way

Aλ
mag

= 2.5 log

(
F 0
λ

Fλ

)
. (1)

Here Fλ is the observed flux and F 0
λ is the non extincted flux of the object [4].

The extinction curves I am going to examine in this thesis are mostly observed in the visual

wavelengths and partly in UV and IR wavelengths. I will therefore normalise the measured

extinction Aλ with the extinction in the visual band AV . The visual extinction is 1 at 1.8µm−1

because 1.8µm−1 it is the centre of the V band filter. As an example, the normalised MW

extinction curve is displayed in figure 1.

Figure 1: The normalised extinction curve of the MW, with RV = 3.1 as a function of inversed

wavelength [1].

Besides absorbing and scattering light dust can also polarise it. The polarisation arises from

nonspherical grains that somehow are aliened by the interstellar magnetic field. The polarisa-

tion of dust grains has the biggest effect on the extinction around the V band, approximately at

5500 Å. Here it can become as much as 0.03AV /mag. The polarisation tends to be larger when

the reddening RV = AV

AB−AV
is large. For the extinction curves examined in this thesis, most

have an RV smaller or similar to that of the MW extinction curve in figure 1. It is therefore fair

to assume that a limited amount of extinction is caused by polarisation from the dust grains

in these cases [4].
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3 Interstellar dust

In order to fit the dust grain sizes to the observed extinction curves, I first have to establish

what a typical dust grain is. Interstellar dust is normally much smaller than the dust we are

used to here on Earth. A typical lower bound on the transition from molecule to dust grain is

≈ 50 atoms corresponding to a grain radius of 3.5Å [4]. These grains are very small even for

interstellar grains that can become as large as 0.4µm, with very few grains exceeding this size [5].

What exactly the dust is made of is a more complicated story. The only way to know for

certain is by examining spectral features in extinction, scattering and emission [6]. One of the

most characteristic features of extinction curves is that of the 2175Å bump, which can be seen

in figure 1. The bump is now thought to be caused by large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon

(hereafter PAH) molecules, based on interstellar abundances and their ability to fit the varying

full width half maximum (hereafter FWHM) of the bump, in different sightlines. In earlier

models, the bump was thought to occur from graphite or even large silicate grains. This has

since been ruled out due to lack of fitting the varying FWHM and interstellar abundances [6].

Figure 2: The 9.7µm Si-O stretching feature and 3.4µm C-H stretching feature. Credit: [7].
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Other prominent features of extinction curves are the absorption feature at ∼ 9.7µm, which

can be seen in figure 2. This feature is similar to those of silicate materials. Silicates often have

absorption features near 10µm, originating from the Si-O stretching mode. It is therefore very

unlikely that the 9.7µm could be caused by some other material. This is backed up by several

observations of outflows from cool oxygen and carbon-rich stars. When observing cool oxygen-

rich stars the 10µm absorption feature is present, which is expected, since they are expected

to condense silicate dust. On the other hand, the 10µm feature is not present when observ-

ing carbon-rich stars. This too is expected because carbon-rich stars don’t form silicate dust [6].

Besides the two features described above there are a lot of smaller features that also con-

tribute to our understating of interstellar dust. There are a lot of interstellar diffuse bands

(hereafter DIBs), though none of them has been properly identified. There is some evidence

that some of the many DIBs could come from PAHs or even ultrasmall grains of various materi-

als. What exactly is the source of the DIBs remain unknown [6]. Other features are contributed

to different ice coatings of the dust grains such as H2O, CO2 and NH3 just to mention a few

[6]. Also present is a feature at 3.4µm, which is due to stretching of C-H in aliphatic a type of

chain-like hydrocarbon [6]. This feature can be seen in figure 2. Furthermore, there are a lot

of features contributed to the stretching of different modes in PAHs, some of these can be seen

in figure 3 [6]. Most of these features will not be present in the extinction curves I am going

to fit because I am only looking at the extinction in the interval 0.1− 1µm. The features that

fall within this interval are either too narrow or too weak to be resolved. However, the 2175Å

bump will be present in some of the curves.

Figure 3: Example of PAH features. Credit: [6].
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Based on the features described above it is possible to narrow down the list of materials the

dust is most likely made of. There is strong evidence that silicates make up a large fraction of

the interstellar dust mass ∼ 95%. However, the exact composition of the silicate dust grains

remains unknown. The most likely metals to be part of the silicate dust is Mg and Fe, based on

interstellar abundances. They are expected to either be pyroxenes (Mgx, Fex)SiO3 or olivines

(Mg2x, Fe2x)SiO4. The ratio of pyroxenes to olivines, as well as the ratio of Mg-rich to Fe-rich

silicates, is unknown [6]. Another Si material thought to be part of interstellar dust is SiC,

silicon carbide. SiC has been found in meteorites and have an emission feature at 11.3µm.

However, the absence of the feature in extinction curves suggests that SiC only make up ∼ 5%

of the Si abundance in silicates. SiC, therefore, don’t play an important role in interstellar

extinction [6].

Besides silicates there is strong evidence for carbon-rich materials to be part of the dust. Some

examples are diamond, graphite and PAHs. Most of these are connected with the 2175Å bump

[6]. Another group of carbon dust thought to be part of the dust is carbonates. Carbonates

have been found in dusty disks, but are estimated to make up less than 1% of the dust mass.

They are therefore not important when dealing with the extinction [6]. The last groups of

possible grains are metallic iron or iron oxides. How many of these are found in the interstellar

dust depends on whether or not there is iron in the silicates. It is therefore not possible to rule

out their existence [6].

Based on the above sections, it is, therefore, most likely that the interstellar dust is made

up of a combination of silicates and carbon-rich materials. Here ∼ 95% of the mass is found in

silicates and the remaining ∼ 5% is made up of the different carbon materials.

4 Host galaxies

Another thing to consider before I start fitting the different extinction curves is the galaxies in

which the extinction origins. For the GRBs, the galaxies themself may not always be resolved

when the burst is observed. It is therefore important to understand what a GRB is in order to

understand how the extinction curves are derived. The MW is a large spiral galaxy whereas

the LMC and the SMC are smaller irregular dwarf galaxies. Because the galaxies are different

in nature their possible dust composition and thereby extinction may also vary a lot from

galaxy to galaxy. One, therefore, has to keep in mind the environment of the host galaxy

when determining the dust composition, so that one doesn’t end up with a composition that is

unlikely due to the host galaxy’s local environment.
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4.1 The Milky Way galaxy

The Milky Way galaxy is a large spiral galaxy though to be of the galaxy type Sb-Sbc, meaning

that its spiral arms are tightly wound around the centre of the galaxy, with some space between

containing less dust and gas [8]. The MW is fairly large in size and mass since it measures 282

± 30 kpc in virial radius and have a virial mass of 1.3 ± 0.3 x 1012M� [8]. Like other galaxies,

the MW is made of a central supermassive black hole, a bulge, a stellar disk and a halo. In

this thesis I am most interested in the stellar disk part of the galaxy since it is here we find

the dust and most of the stars [8]. It is also in this disk we find the solar system. The disk,

therefore, plays an important role when it comes to extinction in different directions, because

we most of the time have to look through parts of the disk when making observations, thereby

getting obscured light sources.

Because the solar system is located in the MW it is not possible for us to get a complete

picture of the galaxy itself. We, therefore, have to approach the MW differently than other

galaxies, when wanting to observe the entire galaxy at once. An example of this could be

something as simple as taking a picture of the galaxy face on to help determine the number of

spiral arms. This is not possible because we sit in the plane of the galaxy. Our picture would

therefore end up looking like figure 4, which shows the plane of the MW. In figure 4 we can

also see the LMC and SMC in the lower right corner.

Figure 4: The Milky way galaxy. Credit: [9].
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Just like there are some measurements that become more difficult because we are in the plane

of the galaxy, others are only possible because we are close to the galaxy. Such an example

is observing the extinction in different sightlines. Before I go into more detail about how the

extinction is determined in the MW, let’s first talk about where we find the dust and what it

is thought to be made of, since this is the cause of the extinction.

As seen in figure 4 there are many dark areas when observing the MW. This is the dust.

In the MW most of the dust is found in the plane or stellar disk as can be seen in figure 4.

Based on numerous studies of absorption lines the most likely elements that make up the dust

are C, O, Si, Fe, Mg, S, Al, Ni and Ca [5]. How exactly they combine into different grain ma-

terials is still unknown, but as described earlier the two main groups of grains are the carbon

grains and the silicates. Here the silicates contain most of the other metals mentioned as likely

dust components.

In the beginning of this thesis I described how extinction is determined in general. Now in

reality this may sometimes be a bit more tricky than just figuring out how much light isn’t

coming through the dust. In the MW there are two ways to go about determining the extinc-

tion. The first method is called the pair method. In this method, one compares two stars of

the same spectral class. One star is hidden behind dust and the other one is in a sightline with

no dust. By comparing the spectra of the two stars one then gets a measurement of how much

dust there is in the obscured sightline, which in turn give us the extinction of that line [6]. If

one on the other hand can’t measure the extinction of a sightline in all the desired wavelengths,

it is possible to approximate the extinction using a seven-parameter function. One thing worth

noting is that this function is normalised after the I band and not the V band extinction, as is

usually used for normalisation. The function is as follows:

Aλ
AI
≈ f(λ;RV , C1, C2, C3, C4, λ0, γ) . (2)

Here C3, λ0 and γ determines the strength of the 2175Å bump and C1, C2 and C4 determines

the slope and curvature of the curve at λ < 3030Å. At λ > 3030Å it is RV that determines the

extinction [6].

4.2 The Magellanic Clouds

Orbiting the MW are two smaller irregular galaxies. In figure 4 these are seen as the two light

spots in the lower right quarter. These are the Magellanic Clouds. Because the LMC and SMC

are orbiting the MW, they are some of the only galaxies in which it is possible for us to find

the extinction for individual stars, such as it is done in the MW [6]. But as we shall see in the

following sections this is one of the few similarities there is to the MW.
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Figure 5: The Large and Small Magellanic Clouds. Credit: [10].

4.2.1 The Large Magellanic Cloud

The Large Magellanic Cloud is as its name suggest the larger of the two galaxies in figure 5

and it is located ∼ 50 kpc from the MW. The LMC is a lot smaller than the MW and measures

8.9 kpc in radius including its halo. Because it is smaller in size it also makes sense that it is

a lot smaller in its mass. The LMC have an estimated mass of 8.7 ± 4.3 x 109M� [11]. Like

the MW the LMC has a disk and a halo, but there don’t seem to be any significant structure

in the disk, like the obvious spiral arms in the MW [11].

Like many other galaxies the LMC contains dust. The dust in the LMC is like the dust in

the MW, dominated by the following elements; C, O, Mg, Si and Fe [12]. In the LMC we again

don’t know how the elements combine in the specific dust groups, but as for the MW, we find

that the most likely combination is carbon and silicate dust [1]. One major difference between

the two galaxies is the metallicity. The metallicity is a measurement of the amount of metals in

the galaxy. Here the LMC is only half of what we find in the MW, meaning that there are half

as many of the different elements available to make the dust from [12]. As we shall see later

this produces a slightly different extinction curve than the one we normally see in the MW.
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4.2.2 The Small Magellanic Cloud

The Small Magellanic cloud is likewise as the name suggests the smaller of the two galaxies in

figure 5. The SMC is a bit further away from the MW than the LMC. The SMC is located ∼
60 kpc from the MW [13]. Since the SMC is smaller than the LMC it also makes sense that

the SMC has a smaller radius. The SMC is 3.1 kpc in radius and has a mass of 1.8 x 109M�

[14]. The SMC is therefore clearly the smallest of the three galaxies.

The dust in the SMC is similar to both that of the MW and the LMC. The dust in the

SMC is like the MW and the LMC dominated by the following elements; C, O, Mg, Si and

Fe [12]. The exact combinations of the elements in the different dust grain groups are again

unknown. When examining the SMC the most likely dust combination seem to be just silicates

or silicates with very little carbon [1]. The SMC should therefore have an extinction curve

that is different from that of the MW and LMC. As we shall see later this is indeed the case.

One reason for this could be the SMC’s lower metallicity. The SMC have a metallicity that

is 1/5 of the metallicity found in the MW [12]. There are therefore way less of the different

elements available to make up the dust, giving rise to a different dust grain combination and

hence different extinction curve.

4.3 Gamma-ray burst

Unlike the MW, LMC and SMC gamma-ray bursts are not connected to one galaxy. There

are therefore not one specific host galaxy all the GRBs originate from and neither is there one

universal GRB extinction curve. This does however not mean that I can’t say anything about

the dust composition in the GRB host galaxies. To understand how I am still able to use the

GRBs to examine the dust in their host galaxies, I first have to establish what a GRB is and

how it behaves.

GRBs are explosions in galaxies far away that sends out a ton of low energy gamma rays.

There are two classes of GRBs, long and short duration GRBs. Short duration GRBs are less

than 2 seconds long and are primarily found at low redshifts. What is the course of the short

duration GRBs are not well known. It has been speculated that they may occur from compact

binary mergers, such as a neutron star and a black hole [15]. Long-duration GRBs can on the

other hand last as long as 2000 seconds. Unlike the short duration bursts, there is a fairly good

idea of what causes the long duration bursts. The long duration bursts seem to come from the

death of massive stars [15]. Figure 6 shows an overview of the GRBs observed with Swift, which

is a space telescope that has observed most of the GRBs I am going to look at. In this thesis,

I am only interested in the long duration bursts because they have some interesting properties

that allow me to find their extinction curves. Normally GRB spectre is smooth, featureless and

intrinsic power-law in nature, any deviation from this can therefore be contributed to dust, gas

9



and metals in the host galaxies. If one, therefore, has the spectral energy distribution of the

GRB it is possible to fit the observed extinction of the host galaxy using either the MW, LMC

or SMC as a model for the observed extinction [16].

Since all the information I have about the host galaxy comes from the GRB, I can not say

anything about what dust compositions I would expect the specific GRB host galaxy to have.

If the observed extinction of a GRB host galaxy is fitted using for example the MW as a model,

I would of cause expect the dust in this host galaxy to be similar to that of the MW.

Figure 6: Overview of the 1266 GRBs detected by Swift until 31/03/17. Here the circles

represent burst without a known redshift and the stars are burst with known redshift. The

blue and red stars on the map represent the sample examined in [17]. Credit: [17].

5 Extinction curves

Now that I finally have explained what extinction is and where it originates, I can start looking

at the extinction curves that I want to fit the dust compositions to. So far the only well studied

extinction curves are those of the MW, the LMC and the SMC. Extinction curves have been

found for a handful of GRB host galaxies [18], but none of them is as well studied as the MW,

LMC and SMC curves. Meaning that we may have observed the curve but we don’t know

much about the dust in the GRB host environment, whereas we are fairly certain that the MW

contains at least 33 % silicate dust [1]. As we shall see in the following section the three curves

have very different characteristics.
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5.1 Milky Way

When looking at the MW extinction curve there is not one universal curve, but multiple de-

pending on the sightline one has chosen to observe. These curves vary quite a lot depending

on the sightline. Some lines have a small RV values indicating that there are primarily small

grains in the sightline and others have large RV indicating that the sightline contains larger

grains. The larger the reddening RV is the flatter the extinction curve will become [6]. An

example of the observed extinction in different sightlines can be seen in figure 7.

Figure 7: Milky Way extinction curves, with different reddening. Credit: [6].

The average MW extinction curve has an RV of 3.1 [6]. When examining the extinction curve

of the MW I will therefore use this curve and not one of the other more extreme cases. When

looking at the curve the biggest feature, the 2175 Å bump, is attributed to PAHs. This is not

the only part of the extinction curve that is connected with certain grains. The rise of the

extinction curve into the UV wavelengths is most likely coming from small carbon grains and

the longer wavelengths are most likely large silicate grains [19]. The MW curve, therefore, looks

like it fits with the prediction from section 3 that the interstellar dust is made up of silicate and

carbon dust. This is also the conclusion of [1], from which I have my observed MW extinction

data.
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5.2 Large Magellanic cloud

Like the MW the LMC to have different extinction curves depending on the chosen sightline. For

the LMC there are two extinction curves representing two different sightlines. One that takes

the average extinction of the dwarf galaxy and one that is called the supershell extinction. The

supershell is the extinction measured near the massive star-forming region 30 Dor [12]. This

specific extinction curve is also sometimes referred to as the LMC2 extinction curve or the

LMC2 supershell extinction curve. The average extinction of the LMC does on the other hand

not include the 30 Dor area. The average extinction of the LMC is very similar to that of the

average extinction of the MW and has a similar reddening of RV = 3.41± 0.28. The supershell

is on the other hand a more steep curve with a much smaller bump at 2175Å. This can also be

seen in figure 8. The supershell has a reddening of RV = 2.76± 0.09 [12].

Figure 8: The Large Magellanic cloud extinction curves [2].

When examining the LMC curves it is also possible to connect these curves to certain grain

types. As for the MW, the bump in the LMC curves is thought to come from PAHs. The

difference in the two LMC curves is attributed to fewer small grains in the average extinction

sightline [12]. This is consistent with the observation from the MW curves that a larger RV

equal a smaller amount of small grains. In [1] they have examined the average extinction curve

of the LMC and find that it also fits well with a combination of silicate and carbon grains,

though not with the same combination used to fit the MW curve. This is consistent with the

dominant elements in the dust of the LMC and the lower LMC metallicity, that I mentioned

earlier in the thesis.
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5.3 The Small Magellanic Cloud

Unlike the MW and the LMC, the SMC doesn’t have multiple extinction curves depending on

how it is observed. For the SMC there is one curve that is observed in the SMC bar region.

This extinction varies from that of the average MW curve and the two LMC curves since it

doesn’t have the characteristic 2175Å bump. Instead the SMC extinction is a step featureless

curve with an RV = 2.74± 0.13 [12]. The SMC extinction curve is shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: The Small Magellanic cloud extinction curve [2].

For the SMC it would also seem most likely that the extinction is caused by silicate and carbon

dust based on the abundances of the different elements present in the galaxy. Besides this,

the RV is similar to that of the LMC supershell meaning the two should contain grains of

similar sizes. If one goes to the literature different studies have shown that the presence of at

least small carbon grains is unlikely. In [19] they find that the extinction of the SMC can be

recreated without carbon dust smaller than . 0.02µm and in [1] they find that the best fit to

the SMC curve is found using pure silicate dust. It can therefore be questioned how big a role

the extinction from carbon grains plays in the SMC. When fitting the curve it will therefore be

interesting to see what combination of grain materials gives the best results.

5.4 Gamma-ray bursts

One major difference between the MW, LMC, SMC and the GRBs is that there is not one

specific curve that you can pinpoint and say that’s a GRB extinction curve, because all the

GRB host galaxies don’t contain the same amount of metal and hence dust composition (see

table 6 in the discussion section). The GRB curves are instead found to be different variations

of the MW, LMC and SMC extinction curves. In [16] they have examined 22 GRBs with

redshift larger than z = 4. Here they find that the majority of the GRB host galaxies have

extinction curves that fit the SMC curve and few curves that fit the LMC and MW curve.

Likewise, [18] have found 10 cases where the GRB host galaxy extinction fits well with that

of the SMC. Eight out of the 10 cases have a redshift z < 4. It would therefore seem that
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the GRB host galaxies tend to behave more like the SMC extinction curve, than the MW and

LMC. I would therefore expect the extinction from the GRB host galaxies in the majority of

the cases to be a steep featureless curve.

5.5 Supernova like extinction

Besides the three standard extinction curves for the MW, LMC and SMC, there is also a su-

pernova like extinction curve. The supernova (hereafter SN) extinction curve is mainly found

in high redshifts, typically at z > 4. Here the SN extinction curve represents dust thought to

be formed in SN ejecta rather than dust evolved in stars [20]. The SN curve is only relevant

for z > 4 since the stars responsible for producing the dust wasn’t available in high enough

numbers to be solely responsible for the dust production before z ≈ 5− 6. The dust at z > 4

therefore mainly have to come from the SN ejecta, giving rise to a different extinction curve [16].

This extinction curve can be seen in figure 10. Further examination of the SN like extinction

curve has shown that is most likely not responsible for the dust production at z > 4 [16]. The

validity of the SN extinction curve can therefore be debated.

Figure 10: Example of an SN like extinction curve at z ∼ 6. The dashed lines represent the

extinction with different metalicities. Credit: [20]
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Like for the other extinction curves there are specific grain properties connected with the SN

curve. Generally the grains are smaller in the SN curve and the flat part of the curve is con-

tributed to amorphous carbon grains and Fe3O4 [20].

I will not be fitting dust combinations to the SN curve because the MW, LMC, and SMC

all have redshifts smaller than 4. Likewise, most of the GRB host galaxies I will look at also

have z < 4 and will therefore not be ”supernova like” in their extinction. I, therefore, have no

need to fit the dust composition to the SN extinction curve for comparison purposes.

6 Dust grains

The final thing to consider before I start fitting the different observed extinction curves are

which dust grains to use during the fit. In the sections above I have described how the different

extinction curves all are best fitted by a combination of silicate and carbon dust, as well as why

we think these are the most likely species to make up the dust in the different cases. It would

therefore be a good place to start by trying to use silicates and carbon grains.

6.1 Grain sizes

The next thing to consider besides the materials is which grain sizes to use. In the article by

Mathis, Rumpl and Nordsieck [3], where they try to find the dust grain sizes distribution of

the MW, they have examined graphite, silicon carbide, pyroxene/enstatite, olivine, iron and

magnetite. They find that the best fit is obtained using graphite and one of the silicate mate-

rials (pyroxene/enstatite or olivine). They specifically used grains in the size range 0.005µm

to about 1µm for graphite and 0.025µm to 0.25µm for all other materials [3]. Since they also

conclude that silicate and carbon grains give the best fit, which fits with the other studies

namely [1, 19], I am going to use the MRN grain sizes as a base for the grain size range I will

use to fit the extinction.

In the section about interstellar dust I wrote that you would rarely find grains larger than

0.4µm in the dust [5]. I have therefore decided not to use any grains larger than this for both

materials. Choosing these sizes as an upper bound on the grains sizes, cover the upper bound

from the MRN article for all materials except graphite. Here they go a bit larger but they do

not specify exactly what their largest graphite size is, just that it is about 1µm. It will therefore

be interesting to see how many of the large carbon grains I end up needing when fitting the

observed extinction curves. For all other grain types, I have picked a size that is larger than the

MRN upper bound and I should therefore be able to see if 0.4µm or their estimate of 0.25µm

is a reasonable upper bound.
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For the lower bound the MRN article uses 0.005µm for graphite and 0.025µm for all other

materials. Earlier when I looked at the SMC extinction curve I talked about a study that had

found that the observed extinction could be reproduced without using carbon grains [1] and one

where carbon grains smaller than 0.02µm weren’t needed [19]. It would therefore be interesting

to see how small the silicate grains need to be in order to fit the entire SMC extinction curve.

If I remove all carbon grains smaller than 0.02µm, as suggested in [19], I will have to have

dust of some other material to fit the part of the SMC extinction curve the carbon grains with

the sizes 0.005 − 0.02µm, was otherwise responsible for in the MRN grain size distribution.

Because I only have silicate and carbon dust it would therefore be natural to substitute the

carbon dust sizes with silicate dust of a similar size to see if they can give a good fit to the

observed extinction curve. I would therefore need silicate dust of the sizes 0.005 − 0.02µm in

order to test if the SMC extinction curve really can be reproduced without carbon grain smaller

than 0.02µm. The other study of the SMC extinction curve found that it could be reproduced

using only silicate dust [1]. To test if this is true I would need the widest possible silicate dust

grain size range, to be sure that I have grains that cover the entire observed extinction curve.

The smallest grain I can make is 0.001µm because if I were to pick a smaller size the dust grain

would become a molecule [4]. In order to examine the SMC extinction curve, I would therefore

need silicate dust grains with the size range 0.001− 0.40µm.

Based on the above paragraphs I am therefore going to fit all the extinction curves with silicate

and carbon grains in the size range 0.001− 0.4µm.

6.2 Complex refractive index

Before I start looking at how to get the synthetic extinction of the individual grains, there is one

final thing I have to consider. The code, DDSCAT, that I will be using to generate my synthetic

dust grains with need an input material file of a dielectric material. Dielectric means that the

material has no free electrons that can move around inside the material [21]. The dielectric

material file has to contain the complex refractive index of the material in order for DDSCAT to

compute the synthetic extinction of the individual dust grains made from the chosen material.

To understand how DDSCAT can take a material and find the synthetic extinction, one first

has to understand what the complex refractive index is. The complex refractive index, m,

consists of two parts n and k. n is the real part of the complex refractive index and k is the

imaginary part of the index. Hence m = n+ ik. The real part of the index n is also called the

refractive index. The refractive index, n, denotes how fast electromagnetic waves move inside

the dielectric material [21]. The imaginary part of the index k denotes the attenuated part of

the electromagnetic wave passing through the dielectric material [21]. Attenuation refers to the

loss of intensity of the electromagnetic wave. This may be caused by scattering or absorption

inside the medium, which is why the imaginary part of the complex refractive index k is also
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sometimes referred to as the extinction [22]. The complex refractive index is also connected to

the dielectric function ε by m =
√
ε. Where the dielectric function referrers to the behaviour

of the material in an oscillating electric field [23]. DDSCAT, therefore, needs the complex

refractive index of a dielectric material to calculate the synthetic extinction of a dust grain

made from the material. Since the complex refractive index of the dielectric material tells how

light is absorbed and scattered when it comes into contact with the dielectric material.

6.3 DDSCAT

Now that I have deiced what materials and which size range to use in the fit, I have to figure

out how to get the synthetic extinction of the individual grains. To get the individual synthetic

extinction, I used the code DDSCAT version 7.3.3. DDSCAT is a Fortran code for calculating

the scattering and absorption of light for irregular particles. It is developed by Bruce T. Draine

and Piotr J. Flatau and uses the discrete-dipole approximation to do calculations [24]. The

discrete-dipole approximation is used to solve Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic fields for

any imaginable particle shape. The desired particle shape will in the discrete-dipole approx-

imation be approximated by an array of polariseable points, the so-called dipoles. Once the

grid of points have been defined Maxwell’s equations can be used to find the absorption and

scattering and hence the extinction of the target particle [24].

To get the synthetic extinction of the different grain sizes one first have to give the code

the material file containing the complex refractive index of the material. After this one has to

decide upon a grain size, the shape of the grain and the amount of dipoles one want’s to use

in the calculation of the effective extinction factor Qext. The effective extinction factor Qext

will be explained in equation (6). Before running the code one also have to set the wavelength

range and the amount of wavelengths to run the calculation at. The amount of wavelengths

chooses how smooth the effective extinction calculation is going to be for the chosen wavelength

range. Having a large amount of wavelengths in a short-range will give a smother calculation

than having a small amount of wavelengths in the same range. Once the wavelength range and

the amount of points to calculate the synthetic extinction in has been set in the parameter file

one can start running the calculation to get the effective extinction of the dust grain.

Like any other code DDSCAT has a set of limits that have to be upheld for the results to

be accurate. The first limit is on the materials complex refractive index. This is set to make

sure all structural features of the chosen material is accounted for in the generation of the syn-

thetic dust grains. In order to get trustworthy results the complex refractive index, therefore,

has to behave in the following way for the chosen wavelength range:

| m− 1 |. 3 . (3)
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Where m is the complex refractive index [25].

For this thesis I am using the complex refractive index for carbon from [26]. Here the complex

refractive index is found by burning the carbon sample in air. The complex refractive index

I am using for the silicates is calculated in [27, 28] using the materials dielectric function. If

I use equation (3) on the data presented for the two materials from [26] and [27, 28], I then

get the results shown in figure 11. Here it is clear that both materials are within the limit set

by DDSCAT for the chosen wavelength range 0.1 − 1µm. This particular wavelength range

has been chosen so that it will cover the wavelength range of the different observed extinction

curves I’m going to fit the synthetic dust grains to.

Figure 11: The DDSCAT limit for accurate results, based on the materials complex refractive

index is that | m− 1 | . 3 [25]. Here it is shown that the chosen silicate and carbon material

are within the limit and therefore can be used to generate the synthetic dust grains.

Besides the limit on the materials complex refractive index, there is also a limit in regards to

the grain size and the number of dipoles used in the calculation. In order for the calculation

to be accurate and not overestimate the absorption generated by a grain size, the number of

dipoles and the grain size have to uphold the following relation:

aeff < 9.88
λ

| m |

(
N

106

)1/3

. (4)

Here m is the complex refractive index of the material, λ is the wavelength, N the number of

dipoles and aeff is the grain size [25].

If I take the same complex refractive indexes as before and use the same wavelength range

and then use equation (4) I get the results presented in figure 12. Here I have calculated the

limit on aeff using 59728 dipoles. If I examine figure 12 I find that my largest grains namely
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those that are 0.35µm and 0.4µm are not accurate in the wavelength range 0.1 − 0.2µm, be-

cause I have used too few dipoles in their calculation. Figure 13 will show why this may be a

problem.

Figure 12: The DDSCAT limit for accurate results for the calculated grain size is

aeff<9.88 λ
|m|

(
N
106

)1/3
[25]. Here presented using 59728 dipoles. Note that for from 0.1− 0.3µm

the larger grain sizes 0.30− 0.40µm are not accurate.

In reality when examining extinction curves one generally looks at them in inverse wavelengths.

Do I, therefore, invert the wavelengths in figure 12 the larger grain sizes 0.30− 0.40µm are no

longer accurate for most of the inverted wavelengths shown in figure 13. In figure 13 I have

zoomed in on the y-axis containing the grain sizes, to get a better idea of where the different

sizes stop being accurate. For carbon, all grain sizes up to 0.30µm are accurate in the entire

range according to the criteria set by DDSCAT. The last sizes up to 0.40µm, which is my max

size, is only accurate to about 6µm−1. As I will show later, this is not likely a hindrance for

the method I have chosen since I 1) hardly ever use the large carbon grains and 2) when I use

them in a fit they only influence the fit at λ−1 < 3µm−1, where the sizes are accurate. For

the silicates, all sizes up to 0.15µm are accurate in the entire inverted wavelength range and

the largest grains stops being accurate at λ−1 > 6µm−1 depending on the exact size. This is

again not a hindrance since as I will show later the largest silicate also only dominates the

extinction when λ−1 < 3µm−1, where they too are accurate. Should I need larger grains that

were accurate in the entire inverted wavelength range I would need to use 159313 dipoles for the

carbon grains and 1058292 dipoles for the silicates for 0.40µm to be an accurate size. I could

have calculated the two largest carbon grains again using the required amount of dipoles for

them to be accurate in the entire wavelength range, but I have not done so because I ended up

not needing these carbon dust sizes for any of the dust compositions suggested as the best fit.

For the largest silicate grains, I on the other hand would not recalculate the larger sizes with

the required number of dipoles because it is recommended to keep the number of dipoles used

under 106 for ones computer to have a fair chance of even finishing the computation [25]. I have

therefore not recalculated any of the larger grain sizes with the suggested number of dipoles

needed for them to be accurate in the entire inverse wavelength range that I am examining.
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Figure 13: Zoom in on where different aeff stops being accurate as a function of wavelength

[25]. Note that when the vertical lines crosses the black and blue lines the respective grain size

stops being accurate.

6.4 Grain shape

Before I generate all the synthetic grain sizes there is one final thing to consider. In space,

much like here on Earth, grains aren’t perfectly spherical [19]. It is therefore important to

know what impact the grain shape has on the extinction. When looking at grains we assume

they have an effective radius given as:

aeff =

(
3V

4π

)1/3

. (5)

Here V is the volume of the grain [23].

This effective radius is also what normally is referred to as the grain size. Therefore when

I have mentioned that I am going to use grains with sizes in the range 0.001µm to 0.4µm, I

have been referring to the size as defined above.

In DDSCAT it is possible to pick the shape of the synthetic dust grain as well as choosing

the length of the x, y and z-axis. One can therefore make perfect cubes and spheres but also

elongate or shorten boxes and ellipses, just to name a few of the possibilities. I have chosen

four different shapes of one synthetic dust grain size to test how the shape affects the effective

extinction factor Qext, which is what DDSCAT computes. The effective extinction factor is

dependent on the size and is given as:

Qext =
Cabs + Csca
πa2eff

. (6)

Here Cabs is the absorption cross-section of the grain and Csca is the scattering cross-section of

the grain [23].
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The shapes I have chosen, to test how the synthetic extinction behaves depending on the shape

are a cube, a sphere, an oblate, which is an ellipse with one side smaller than the others and a

prolate, which is an ellipse with one side larger than the others. I chose these shapes because of

all the shape possibilities there is in DDSCAT these seemed like the most likely to actually be

representative of interstellar dust. I have tested these four shapes on both the silicate and the

carbon dust. I ended up running the test on the grain size 0.25µm because it was the default

size set in the parameter file.

The first material I tested the shapes on was the astronomical silicates [27, 28]. Figure 14

show the effective extinction of each shape, as well as the effective absorption and scattering

of the shapes. Depending on the inverse wavelength the cube has an effective extinction which

displays both higher and lower values than the sphere. The oblate and the prolate also seem-

ingly changes in having a smaller or larger effective extinction than the sphere. It is therefore

hard to see if one of the shapes is considerably different from any of the other shapes.

Figure 14: The frame on the left shows the synthetic extinction of four different shapes of

silicates, to see how the synthetic extinction differs for different shapes with the same aeff .

Here is examined a cube, a sphere, an oblate with one side 1/4 shorter than the others and a

prolate whit a side that is 1/4 longer than the others. The middle frame shows the absorption

from each shape and the last frame shows the scattering generated by the shapes.

Let’s assume that the sphere is the actual grain shape. How do the other shapes differ from it?

In figure 15 I have taken the sphere and subtracted it from all the shapes to see where and how

the other shapes differ from it. Here one sees that there is some difference in the shapes but it

is limited. For the cube the mean difference is 0.3± 0.3Qext, for the prolate it is 0.2± 0.1Qext

and for the oblate it is 0.2 ± 0.2Qext. This is not that big of a difference for the prolate and

oblate, whereas the cube can result in a larger difference. I should therefore be able to use

the sphere as the grain shape for the silicates without it having a large effect on the synthetic

extinction, in case the grains aren’t actually spherical. Are the grains indeed cubical this effect

will of cause be larger.
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Figure 15: The frame on the left shows the difference in the synthetic extinction of four different

shapes of silicates with the same aeff . Here is examined how much the other shapes differs

from a sphere, by simply subtracting the spheres synthetic extinction from the shapes. The

middle frame shows what happens to the absorption of each shape and the last frame shows

the scattering generated by the difference in shapes.

I also tested how the shape affects the effective extinction of the carbon grains. Here I used the

same four shapes and the same size as for the silicates. Figure 16 shows the effective extinction,

effective absorption and the effective scattering of the shapes. For the carbon grain, there is a

visible difference between the different shapes. Here the oblate has a lower effective extinction

than the sphere and the cube and prolate has a larger effective extinction.

Figure 16: The frame on the left shows the synthetic extinction of four different shapes of

carbon, to see how the synthetic extinction differs for different shapes with the same aeff . Here

is examined a cube, a sphere, an oblate with one side 1/4 shorter than the others and a prolate

with a side that is 1/4 longer than the others. The middle frame shows the absorption from

each shape and the last frame shows the scattering generated by the shapes.
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If I again assume that the sphere is the actual grain shape, how do the other shapes differ from

it this time? In figure 17 I have again subtracted the sphere from the other shapes. For carbon,

the cube has a much higher effective extinction than the sphere in inverted wavelengths. The

prolate and the oblate seem to have about the same amount more or less effective extinction

than the sphere. The mean difference for the cube is 0.2±0.1Qext, the prolate has 0.08±0.02Qext

and the oblate has 0.08± 0.03Qext. Again this is not that big a difference, it is in fact smaller

than for the synthetic silicate grain. It should therefore also be good to just use the sphere for

the synthetic carbon grains without it having a significant effect on the synthetic extinction of

the individual grains.

Figure 17: The frame on the left shows the difference in the synthetic extinction of four different

shapes of carbon with the same aeff . Here is examined how much the other shapes differs from

a sphere, by simply subtracting the spheres synthetic extinction from the shapes. The middle

frame shows what happens to the absorption of each shape and the last frame shows the

scattering generated by the difference in shapes.
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6.5 Carbon

Now that I have shown it is a good approximation to only use the spherical grains I can start

generating the different synthetic grain sizes that I’m going to use in the fit of the observed

extinction curves. For carbon, I am using the complex refractive index from [26]. This article

contains the measurements from three different types of amorphous carbon. The one I am

going to use contains structures made of benzene rings. This particular measurement is also

called BE in the article [26]. One benzene ring is a ring made up of 6 carbon atoms on which

there sit 6 hydrogen atoms. I have chosen the benzene measurement because it is sort of the

average of the three amorphous carbons measured in [26]. This means that benzene’s complex

refractive index is in between the two other materials tested in [26].

Earlier in the thesis I augmented for why I picked the size range 0.001µm to 0.4µm. When

I generated the different sizes I found that the larger the grain got in size, the smaller the

difference between the two sizes became in Qext. I, therefore, have more sizes for the small

and ultra small grains than for the larger grain sizes. In the end, I chose the following sizes:

0.001µm, 0.002µm, 0.003µm, 0.004µm, 0.005µm, 0.006µm, 0.007µm, 0.008µm, 0.009µm, 0.01µm,

0.02µm, 0.03µm, 0.04µm, 0.05µm, 0.06µm, 0.07µm, 0.08µm, 0.09µm, 0.1µm, 0.15µm, 0.2µm,

0.25µm, 0.3µm, 0.35µm and 0.4µm. The effective extinction of these sizes can be seen in figure

18, where I present the different carbon grains I going to use in the fit of the observed extinction

curves.

Figure 18: The different synthetic grains sizes picked for carbon. I have chosen more of the

smaller sizes since there is a larger variation in their synthetic extinction than for the larger

sizes. All the grains are in between 0.001µm and 0.4µm in aeff .
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6.6 Silicates

Besides the carbon grains, I am also going to use silicate grains to reproduce the observed

extinction. The complex refractive index used to generate the synthetic silicate grains individ-

ual extinction can be found in [27, 28]. These articles calculate the complex refractive index of

MgFeSiO4 using a dielectric function that is adapted to fit the material properties of MgFeSiO4.

MgFeSiO4 belong to the olivine family of silicates. Olivine refers to silicates consisting of two

metal atoms and a SiO4 group [6]. Since MgFeSiO4 is an olivine type of silicate it will be most

relevant to compare my fit results with other mixes of carbon and olivine materials, such as

the graphite and olivine mix used in MRN [3].

Like for the carbon grains I am going to generate the synthetic extinction of silicate grains

with sizes between 0.001µm to 0.4µm. When I generated the synthetic silicate grains I also

found that the larger the grain got the smaller the difference between the two sizes became in

Qext. I therefore also ended up having more of the small and ultra small silicate grains. For

the silicates, I made the same grains sizes as for the carbon grains. The grains sizes and their

respective effective extinction can be seen in figure 19.

Figure 19: The different grains sizes used to represent the silicates. I have chosen more of the

smaller sizes since there is a larger variation in their synthetic extinction, then for the larger

sizes. All the grains are in between 0.001µm and 0.4µm in aeff .
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7 Fitting routine

Now that I have my observed GRB extinction curves and the synthetic dust grain sample from

which I can reproduce the observed extinction curves, I can finally set up a fitting routine that

fits the dust composition to the observed GRB extinction curves. In order to set up a fitting

routine that can find suggestions for the best dust composition to the host galaxies, I first have

to identify how to get the generated dust sizes to work with the observed data. The data comes

in the units Aλ/AV , which is the magnitude of the extinction normalised by the extinction of

the V band filter, see the section about extinction on page 2 for the definition of Aλ/AV . Aλ/AV

is also the unit that the observed MW, LMC and SMC curves, which I would like to fit are in.

On the other hand, the synthetic grain sizes come in the unit of Qext which is the extinction

effectiveness factor. Therefore I have to convert Qext to Aλ/AV to find the dust composition of

the observed extinction curves. Qext can be converted to Aλ the following way [29];

Aλ
mag

= 1.086 · τλ . (7)

Here τ is the optical depth which also can be written like this [30];

τλ =

∫ d

0

dτ =

∫ d

0

n̄ · Cext dl = n · Cext · d . (8)

Here d is the distance to the object, n̄ is the average particle density along the chosen path of

observation and Cext is the extinction cross section, which also can be written like this;

Cext = πa2effQext . (9)

Here aeff is the effective radius of the dust grain and Qext is extinction effectiveness factor.

Meaning that the extinction magnitude Aλ becomes;

Aλ
mag

= 1.086 · πa2effQext · n̄ · d . (10)

Now that I know how to convert the dust grains to the right units, I am able to fit the best

suggestion for the dust composition to the observed extinction curve.

In order to fit the best suggested dust composition to the observed extinction curves I have

to make a routine that can combine 50 dust grain sizes into one synthetic extinction curve.

Because I don’t have one function that contains all the synthetic dust grain sizes I can’t use

the build-in fitting mechanise of python, since this fitting tool only can take one function as the

input. I, therefore, have to make a fitting routine that can take multiple inputs and combine

them to a fit. In a course on my bachelor, André E. Hartwigsen and I solved this exact problem

for an assignment. I, therefore, went back and looked at our old solution to see if it could be

adapted to work on extinction curves. The adapted fitting routine takes a set number of input

bins that it sums together to make the best dust combination. The best dust composition

is then found by looking for the dust composition that deviates the least from the observed

extinction curve.
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7.1 Finding the average particle density

To get the fitting routine up and running, firstly I had to load in the observed GRB extinction

curve I wanted to examine and the different synthetic generated grains. After this, I started

to convert all the grains to the unit of Aλ using equation (10). During the conversion I ran

into the first thing to consider; I know the radius of the grains and I also know the distance

to the GRB host galaxy, but the average particle density in the line of sight is much harder to

determine because it requires knowledge of the amount of material in the sightline. The grain

models I’m looking at has a wavelength range from 0.1 to 1 µm, meaning that it covers the

visible area plus a bit of UV and IR. I can therefore approximate n̄ to be :

n̄ = πa2effd , (11)

as long as aeff ≈ λ and the wavelength is in the visible area [29]. This approximation will

be good for most of the wavelengths and most of the grain sizes. For the very small grains,

a2eff < 0.009, this may not be the best approximation, because the very small grains are not

approximately equal in size to the largest of the wavelength in the range 0.1 − 1µm. I’m still

going to use the approximation for the very small grains so that Qext has been converted to Aλ

with the same method for all grains. Using this approximation equation (10) reduces to;

Aλ
mag

= 1.086Qext . (12)

I therefore just have to multiply my grain sizes with 1.086 to get them in Aλ.

7.2 Loop setup

Now that all input parameters are in the same units, the next step would be to set up the

loop that suggests the best combination of synthetic grains. This loop first gets some initial

conditions, such as use between 0.2 to 0.8 times of bin 1, 0.8 to 0.9 times of bin 2 and so forth,

as a first guess of how many of the synthetic grains it have to use in order to fit the observed

extinction curve. Then it takes a number within the initial condition and multiplies to the

chosen synthetic grains. Here there is one nested for-loop per grain size, for the code to test

combinations with different amounts of the different grains. After having multiplied the chosen

amount of each grain to the specific grain bins, it adds the bins together to one final synthetic

composition and then looks at the difference between the composition and the observed ex-

tinction curve. This is done by checking for the dust combination that has the smallest RMS

value. The way I calculate the RMS is described in the section about picking the best fit. If the

dust combination is the best match of those tested, meaning the combination with the smallest

RMS value, it saves the numbers needed to make the synthetic composition. Finally, once the

loop is done running and testing all the chosen possibilities it will print the numbers needed

for the best match. The loop I ended up using to test the compositions, can be seen below.
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def fitfunc4(Nt,runs):

linit = a

uinit = b

for ir in range(runs):

kul = np.linspace(linit[0],uinit[0],Nt)

sil = np.linspace(linit[1],uinit[1],Nt)

kul2 = np.linspace(linit[2],uinit[2],Nt)

sil2 = np.linspace(linit[3],uinit[3],Nt)

scoretabel = np.zeros([Nt**4,5])

i = 0

for a1 in range(Nt):

for a2 in range(Nt):

for a3 in range(Nt):

for a4 in range(Nt):

const = np.array([kul[a1],sil[a2],kul2[a3],sil2[a4]])

fixed = specs[0]*const[0]+specs[1]*const[1]+specs[2]*const[2]+specs[3]*const[3]

spe = np.interp(1/zub16[:,1],data[:,0],data[:,1]) #LMC SMC MW

spe = np.interp(data[::-1,0],1/zub1[::-1,1],fixed[::-1]) #GRB

score = np.sqrt(mean squared error(spe[::-1], data[:,1]/Av)) #GRB

score = np.sqrt(mean squared error(fixed[:], spe[:])) #LMC SMC MW

scoretabel[i,:] = [score,kul[a1],sil[a2],kul2[a3],sil2[a4]]

i = i+1

bedstvalue = np.unravel index(np.argmin(scoretabel[:,0]),scoretabel[:,0].shape)

bv = bedstvalue[0]

linit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*0.9

uinit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*1.1

const = scoretabel[bv,1:]

return const

7.3 Bins vs computation time

Before I set up the loop, I have to consider how many different grains sizes and materials I

have. As seen on figures 18 and 19, I have 25 different grain sizes per material. Making a loop

that is nested 50 times to get all the sizes and material in one computation will give precise

result, but may not be the smartest idea, since it would take longer than desired to run. So

how do I get as many grain sizes as possible without the code running for several days? Here I

tried binning some of the grain sizes together to see if I still could get satisfactory results while

cutting the computation time down. I have tested what happens to the fit if I bin some of the
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grains together in 2, 4 and 6 bins. For this specific test I used an extinction curve of GRB

121012A. For the 2 bin version I made a bin containing the synthetic grains from 0.001µm to

0.06µm plus again from 0.25µm to 0.40µm. Here I did one in silicates and the other in carbon

grains. I set the loop to pick 10 numbers within the initial condition (Nt) and asked it to run

50 times. The 2 and 6 bin version of the loop is setup in the same way as the 4 bin version

shown above. For the 4 bin version I made two bins containing silicates and two containing

carbon grains, by splitting the the bins used in the two bin version into two separate silicate

bins and two separate carbon bins. The first set of bins had the sizes 0.001µm to 0.009µm and

the other had 0.01µm to 0.06µm plus 0.25µm to 0.40µm. This loop was set to run with the

same initial conditions and the same amount of times as for the 2 bin version. Finally for the

6 bin version I again used the same initial conditions, but this time I had three bins of silicates

and three bins of carbon grains. The bins for the 6 bin version contained synthetic grains in

the sizes 0.001µm to 0.009µm, 0.01µm to 0.06µm and 0.25µm to 0.40µm. The result of the

test runs can be seen in figure 20.

Figure 20: The left panel of the figure shows the fits made with two, four and six-grain size

bins. To make the three fits there is used the same synthetic grains, they have just been spread

out differently in the bins when making the different fits. This was done so that the 4 and 6

bin version contained the same synthetic grain size and materials as the 2 bin version, but also

had the right number of bins. The bins used in the 2 bin version was therefore split into two

new bins for the 4 bin version and into three new bins for the 6 bin version. The right panel

shows how well the different binned fits fit the observed extinction curve.

The 2 bin version of the fit took 2 seconds to run and had an RMS of 0.1. Normally an RMS

of 0.1 is really good but as can be seen on figure 20 it doesn’t fit that well from 1 to 2.3 µm−1

and again from 6 µm−1 compared to the other fits. If I then look at the 4 bin version it took 3

minutes to run and had an RMS of 0.03. I can also see that it fit better in the before mentioned

areas of the observed extinction curve. Now the 6 bin version took 5 hours to run and had

an RMS of 0.03. It fits a bit better in the areas I mentioned, but you would have to look at

the entire fit to see it because it is an improvement of less than 1% in Aλ/AV . Was it worth
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waiting 5 hours for the tiny improvement? Not if your just testing what synthetic grain size

range will give a satisfactory result to your observed extinction curve, because the RMS value

will be below 0.3 for most fits using the 4 bin version. If this is the case, the 4 bin version

will give fine results where the observed extinction curve will have been reproduced. Later on,

when you are running your final fit you can change to the 6 bin version, to get the best possible

fit to the curve. For this reason, all the tests done on the code hereafter are done with the 4

bin version of the code presented above.

7.4 Interpolation

After figuring out that it was fine to go with the 4 bin version of the fitting routine, there was

another thing to consider. The synthetic grain sizes and the observed GRB extinction curve

or other data files did not have the same wavelength spacing. I, therefore, had to interpolate

either the data file or the synthetic grain sizes, to be sure that the points I was comparing in

the fit were the same. First I tried to get the observed GRB extinction curve to have the same

wavelengths as the grain sizes. Here I could not understand why I got the same number for

each of the interpolated points, till I looked at the help page for the interpolation function.

When one uses the build-in interpolation function in Numpy the x-data has to be increasing in

size, in order to get meaningful results [31]. It turned out that the GRB data I was using was

decreasing in size. I, therefore, tried to reverse the order of the x-data points. When I then

ran the interpolation again, I still got the same number for all the interpolated points. For the

interpolation to work properly, one has to take the shortest data file and expand it. I, therefore,

ended up getting the synthetic grain sizes to have the same wavelengths as the observed GRB

extinction curve. Where I later to fit an observed extinction curve that has fewer data points

than the synthetic grain sizes, I would have to expand the data wavelengths to fit those of the

grain sizes. In both of these cases, I just have to choose the wavelength range from one of the

synthetic grain sizes because all of them are evaluated at the same points. Therefore it won’t

matter which one of them I take the wavelength range from in this case.

7.5 Picking best fit

Now that the fit gets evaluated at the same points, it is time to look at how to identify the

best fit. There are several ways one can use to determine the best fit. In figure 21 I have tested

four ways to see how they differ from one another. First I tested how good the fit was if I

took the smallest percentage difference between the fit and the data points. This method gave

that the fit fitted either 98 or 94% of the observed data, depending on the dust combination.

I determined the percentage difference in the following way:

%̄ =
| data− fit |

data
· 100 . (13)
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The next method I tested was the χ2. Depending on the grain combinations the χ2 was either

3 or 18. This was not bad considering that the closer the χ2 value is to 1, out of the number of

data points examined, the better the fit is [32]. I have used the following definition of χ2 [32]:

χ2 =
∑ (fit− data)2

data
. (14)

After this, I tested the combination of χ2 and the percentage fit. This gave the same fit as just

picking the percentage. The final method I tested was the root-mean-square (hereafter RMS)

method. This gave an RMS of 0.03 or 0.09 (left, right panel of figure 21) depending on the

grain combination. Generally speaking the lower the value of the RMS is, the better the fit

is. I used the build-in RMS function mean squared error from the package sklearn.metrics to

calculate the RMS values [33]. Typical the RMS is defined in the following way [34]:

RMS =

√∑n
i=1(data− fit)2

n
. (15)

Here n is the number of data points.

Figure 21: Fits to GRB 121024A, with different parameters set as the best-fit criteria. Tested

is the smallest percentage difference from data, the χ2, a combination of χ2 and percentage,

and the root mean square method. The two figures are for two different grain combinations,

that was tested to make sure it worked on more than one combination. The left panel lacks the

sizes 0.25−0.40µm in both materials and the right panel lacks the sizes 0.07−0.20µm for both

materials. The rest of the grain sizes not mentioned are used in both panels dust combinations.

In order to determine which one of the methods was the best I plotted them on top of the data

for two different synthetic grain combinations. The results can be seen in figure 21. For the

synthetic dust combination fitted in the left part of figure 21 it is hard to determine which of

the fitting methods give the best fit because all the fits lie on top of each other. I, therefore,

had to make another synthetic dust combination that would give a worse fit than the one in

the left panel, while still using the different best fit methods so that I could see which of the

methods would give the best fit to the observed extinction curve. Looking at the right part
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of figure 21 therefore gives a better clue. Here at it is at least possible to see all the lines.

Once again the four methods give relatively similar results, less than 2% difference in Aλ/AV .

I ended up picking the RMS method as the best fit method because it is the method that gives

the average of the four fits in figure 21.

7.6 How to bin the grain sizes

The final thing to consider before I can start using the fitting routine to find the best synthetic

dust composition for the different observed extinction curves is how I am going to bin the

different grains. As mentioned earlier I can’t use all the grain sizes simultaneously unless I

bin them together, otherwise, the fitting routine would take much longer than desired to run.

When I tested the number of bins vs the computation time I found that 4 bins would give a

fit with an RMS less than 0.3 in a reasonable time frame, but that it is possible to go up to 6

bins if needed. I, therefore, have to find a way to get as many grains sizes as possible into four

groups. I found that the best way to do this was to split the grains sizes into groups of three,

containing three grains of similar sizes, and then add some of the groups together to make up

a bin. This made it easier to adjust the grain bins depending on the extinction curve and to

keep track of which grains were used in the fit. I chose not to mix the silicate and carbon grains

in the bins so that it would be easier to find the percentage of the synthetic extinction coming

from either the silicates or the carbon grains, once the fit was done.

8 Fitting routine tests

Now that I have the finished fitting routine that can suggest a dust composition of a certain

size distribution and mineralogy, it is time to test the routine further. In this section, I will

test if there is any bias in regards to how the code handles the bins and if there are parts of

the observed extinction curves that are dominated by grains of certain sizes.

8.1 Position of bins

The first test I have run on the finished routine is to see if the input order of the bins has any

effect on the result. If this is indeed the case it could make the results less accurate. I have

tested this by picking four-grain bins and then rotated them around by moving the bins one

place to the right after each run. I picked four bins containing only silicates grains. These bins

were used to make a fit to the GRB 121014A extinction curve from [35]. The result of the test

can be seen in figure 22. Here one can see that it indeed does give the same fit no matter where

the different bins are poisoned in the fitting routine. There is therefore not a selection bias

from the bins when the routine is figuring out how much to take of each bin in order to make

the dust composition.
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Figure 22: The four frames shows the different variations of the bin input. Here the numbers

1, 2, 3 & 4 denotes which bin was input first, second, third and fourth. All four frames look

the same which shows that the input direction of the bins don’t matter.

8.2 Which dust grains dominate the extinction curves

The next test I made was to see where the different synthetic dust grain sizes dominate the

observed extinction curve. Earlier I showed that to get accurate results the dust grain sizes had

to behave a certain way. Here I found that the largest grains weren’t accurate (see figure 13)

in the entire inverted wavelength range. I am therefore going to test where the different grain

sizes dominate the observed extinction in order to show that the larger grains only dominate

in an inverted wavelength range where they are accurate.

For the silicate grains I decided to test this on the SMC extinction curve since [1] says it

is possible to fit the SMC extinction using only the silicate grains. I sorted the silicate grains

into four bins after size. The ultra-small grains 0.001− 0.009µm was put in one bin, the small

grains 0.01 − 0.06µm was put in the next bin. Then the remaining small and medium-size

grains 0.07− 0.20µm were put in another bin and finally the large grains 0.25− 0.40µm were

put in the last bin. I then proceeded to leave out one of the bins when I ran the fitting routine

to see where I would get a dip in the fitted extinction. In figure 23 the result of this test is

shown.
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Figure 23: The four frames shows where different groups of silicate grains dominates the ob-

served extinction.

Based on figure 23 the ultra small silicate grains dominates the extinction from & 6.5µm−1.

The small grains dominated the extinction at ∼ 4.5− 6.5µm−1. The small and medium grains

dominate at ∼ 2 − 4.5µm−1 and finally the large silicate grains dominate the extinction at

. 2µm−1. The large silicate grains are therefore accurate in the part of the extinction curve

where they dominate the extinction, according to figure 13 and figure 23. That the ultra-small

and small grains dominate the larger inverse wavelengths makes sense because it is easier for

the smaller grains to interact with shorter wavelengths since the wavelength and the grains size

is approximately the same size. If one looks at the larger wavelengths the smallest grains be-

come see-through because the wavelengths are much longer than the grain radius allowing the

light to pass through without detecting the grain and therefore not partaking in the observed

extinction at that wavelength.

Figuring out where the different carbon grains dominate is a bit more tricky since no extinction

curve can be well fit with a combination made purely of carbon grains. My best suggestion for

a curve that can be fitted with only carbon grains is the LMC supershell. The best fit made

purely from carbon grains to this observed extinction curve can be seen in figure 24.
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Figure 24: Best fit result of the LMC supershell extinction curve using only carbon grains.

This does obviously not give the nicest fit but shape wise the two are sort of similar. I,

therefore, decided to continue with the test on this extinction curve. For the carbon grains, I

have also made four bins containing the grains. I made the same size combinations as for the

silicates. The result of the test can be seen in figure 25.

Unlike the silicate grains the ultra-small carbon grains dominate more than half of the in-

verted wavelengths. They dominate from & 4µm−1. To see which of the grains sizes dominates

the observed extinction in the reaming inverted wavelength I have to go in and look at the

different bin contributions to the different fits. Here the large carbon grains generally con-

tributes the most along with the small and medium grains whereas the small carbon grains

hardly appear in any of the combinations. It would therefore seem that the large and the

small/medium bin dominates the remaining inverted wavelengths and that the small carbon

grains don’t dominate the observed extinction. The large carbon grains are therefore accurate

in the part of the extinction curve they dominate according to figure 13 and figure 25.
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Figure 25: The four frames shows where different groups of carbon grains dominate the observed

extinction.

Based on this test, the different grain sizes used to make the synthetic dust compositions

are accurate since they only dominate the observed extinction in inverted wavelengths where

the dust grain sizes are trustworthy according to the DDSCAT size limit.

9 Results

Now that I have finished testing the fitting routine I have made it is time to actually fit some

of the extinction curves. In the following sections, I fit dust compositions to the MW, both

the LMC curves, the SMC and ten different GRB host galaxies. In some of the figures, the

original extinction curves may not have uncertainties plotted alongside the extinction, because

the uncertainties weren’t available in the data files I was kindly provided by Tayaba Zafar to

run this routine on.

9.1 Milky Way extinction fit

The first extinction curve I have examined is the MW. The MW curve is characterised by its

2175Å bump and is therefore not as flat as the extinction curves I have run the fitting routine

tests on so far. It will therefore be interesting to see if my routine actually can fit the 2175Å

bump.

At first glance the fit in figure 26 looks like a descend fit to the MW extinction curve. The

bump is sort of fitted and the rest of the extinction curve is also relatively well fitted. Looking

at the RMS value of the fit, which is 0.1 doesn’t give cause for concern either. The fit appears

to be good when looking at the parameters we normally would use to evaluate the goodness of

a fit. If I instead look at the dust composition needed to make the fit the story changes.
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Figure 26: Best fit result of the MW extinction curve where the 2175Å is partially fitted.

To produce the fit in figure 26 the following grain groups were used: the silicate grain with an

effective radius of 0.08µm, silicates in the sizes 0.01 − 0.20µm plus carbon grains in the sizes

0.07−0.20µm, carbon grains in the sizes 0.001−0.009µm and finally silicate grains in the sizes

0.001 − 0.009µm. Now, this in itself might not ring any alarm bells since I earlier wrote that

the MW extinction should be able to be well fitted using a combination of silicates and carbon

grains. The biggest problem for this dust combination arises when looking at the percentage

distribution of each dust grain bin. To produce the fit in figure 26 40.1% of all the dust in the

MW has to be silicate grains with the size 0.08µm. That 40.1% of all the dust should have this

one size sound too good to be true. In [1] they find that the MW extinction can be reproduced

using roughly half silicate and half carbon dust. Should my result, therefore, be consistent

with theirs, practically all the silicate grains in the MW should be one size, while the carbon

grains could have any size possible. That one-grain material should be locked to one size while

other grain materials are not sound really wired considering that all the grains are subjected

to the same environments. One can therefore seemingly get a good fit to the extinction curve,

with a dust composition that makes no sense at all. To determine which fit are the best to the

extinction curve one therefore also have to look closely at the dust combination and not just

at how well the fit fits the observed extinction curve.
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Figure 27: Best fit result of the MW extinction curve where the 2175Å isn’t fitted but the dust

composition is realistic.

After concluding that the fit in figure 26 was no good I adjusted the grain bins. I changed

them to contain 50:50 silicate and carbon grains, in the hopes that this would give a more

realistic dust composition. This time around I used all the silicate and carbon grain up to the

0.20µm size. The best fit to the MW extinction curve can be seen in figure 27. This fit ended

up containing 61% silicates and 39% carbon grains. For the exact distribution of each bin see

table 1. This distribution is way more realistic since it doesn’t assume that one particular grain

size produces about half of the observed extinction. This fit is obviously not as perfect a fit

to the extinction curve as the previous fit but it is still decent with an RMS of 0.2. Likewise,

this fit is also consistent with the observation in [1], where the MW extinction was found to

be about half silicate half carbon. In the article, they use graphite as their carbon grains

whereas I use benzene. This could explain why I get a 60:40 relationship between the silicate

and carbon grains and not a 50:50. Based on this I would conclude that even though the dust

composition used to make the fit in figure 27 don’t fit the 2175Å bump, it is still a realistic dust

composition for the MW. In order to improve the fit, it would require that there was developed

complex refractive index for some PAHs materials which is thought to be responsible for the

2175Å bump. As it is now it makes sense that a combination of silicate and benzene can’t fit

the bump since none of the individual grains has a bump of the right shape in their individual

synthetic extinction. This can be seen on both figure 18 and figure 19. The fit in figure 27 is

therefore as good as it can get using synthetic silicates and benzene dust grains.
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Figure 28: Best fit result of the MW extinction curve using the grain sizes from the MRN dust

grain size distribution.

Even though I have found a satisfactory fit to the MW extinction I have tried one last dust

combination. The MRN dust grain sizes distribution is one of the most widely used to constrain

the dust grain sizes in a dust composition. I have therefore tried fitting the MW extinction

curve only using the sizes in the MRN distribution, namely the carbon grains with the sizes

0.005−0.40µm and the silicate grains with the sizes 0.02−0.25µm. The result of this fit can be

seen in figure 28. This fit has an RMS value of 0.4 and it doesn’t fit the extinction at & 8µm−1.

Likewise, the extinction from the fit should come from 92.9% ultra-small carbon grains, leaving

room for practically no other carbon grain sizes or silicate grains. This does again seem odd

since both [1] and the MRN article itself [3] find that the best fit is a combination of graphite

and silicates. It could therefore look like the MRN dust grains size distribution is not well

shouted to fit the MW extinction, since it lacks a large part of the observed extinction curve.

I don’t blame the MRN distribution for not fitting the bump since non of the material used in

the fit has the right shape to reproduce the 2175Å bump. Based on my earlier examination of

where the different dust grain sizes dominate, the lack of fitting the inverted wavelengths larger

than 8 can be contributed to the MRN dust grain sizes distributions, lack of ultra-small silicate

grains. The ultra-small silicate grains dominate the silicate extinction from about 6.5µm−1

onwards. This could therefore be a reasonable explanation of why the MRN size distribution

can’t fit the entire observed extinction curve.
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MW

Bump
MW

MW

MRN

Bin 1 s: 0.08µm 40.1% c: 0.01− 0.20µm 2.2% c: 0.01− 0.06µm 0.02%

Bin 2
s: 0.01− 0.20µm

c: 0.07− 0.20µm
4.1% s: 0.01− 0.20µm 10.6% s: 0.02− 0.25µm 7.05%

Bin 3 c: 0.001− 0.009µm 3.0% c: 0.001− 0.009µm 37.0% c: 0.005− 0.009µm 92.90%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 52.8% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 50.2% c: 0.07− 0.40µm 0.02%

RMS 0.1 0.2 0.4

χ2 7.2 19.4 47.3

Table 1: The dust grain bins used to produce the three different fits to the MW extinction

curve. s and c denotes if the sizes used in the fit are either silicate or carbon. The percentage

after the sizes is the amount needed to reproduce the observed extinction

Based on the three different fits I have made to the MW extinction curve, the dust composition

that gives the most accurate result in is the one that overall gives a 60:40 relationship between

the silicate and carbon grains. Table 1 shows the exact distribution of the different sizes. At

the beginning of the thesis, I wrote that the larger the grain gets the fewer of the grains are

found. It, therefore, fits well that there is needed less of both the larger silicate and carbon

grains to make the best fit of the MW extinction curve. The best dust composition for the

MW, therefore, consists of; 2.2% carbon grains in the sizes 0.01−0.20µm, 10.6% silicate grains

in the sizes 0.01− 0.20µm, 37.0% carbon grains in the sizes 0.001− 0.009µm and 50.2% silicate

grains in the sizes 0.001− 0.009µm.

9.2 Large Magellanic Cloud average extinction fit

After having fitted the MW extinction curve I went on fit the LMC curves. I started with

the average LMC extinction curve since this one is very similar to that of the standard MW

extinction curve. The biggest difference is that the 2175Å bump is a bit smaller in the average

LMC extinction curve.

Like the MW extinction curve the average LMC curve also has the characteristic 2175Å bump.

Looking at figure 29 one could be tempted to believe that the fitting routine has found the

perfect dust composition to the average LMC extinction curve. It even has an extremely good

RMS value of 0.07 and most of the fit is well within the observed extinction curves uncertain-

ties. If one on the other hand look closer at the composition one will find that not everything

is as it seem.
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Figure 29: Best fit result of the LMC average extinction curve where the 2175Å bump is fitted.

What again cheats the eye and the goodness of fit measurement is the dust composition. To

make the fit in figure 29 there has to be 35.5% silicate dust with the size 0.08µm. That is a lot

of dust that has to have one particular size. For the LMC this is not as bad as for the MW since

the LMC generally is found to contain more silicates than carbon dust [1, 6]. But still, the fact

that more than 1/3 of all the dust grains in the LMC have to be of one particular material in

one particular size is hard to believe. Again one would assume that when all the dust grain is

in the same environment they would develop in the same way because they in theory should be

subjected to the same changes. This would mean that there either had to be another third of

the dust grains that were reserved to carbon grains of the size 0.08µm or that there is no way

that about 70% of all the grains are locked in one size distributed among the two materials.

As for the MW, the fit that actually fit the 2175Å bump is therefore not realistic when looking

at the dust composition. Had the fit on the other hand given let’s say 1-3% of the dust had to

be this one size, the suggested dust composition would have been more believable. This would

have made the fit a fantastic fit to the LMC average extinction curve. But as the fit in figure

29 is now there is very little chance this is the actual dust grain composition of the average

LMC extinction curve.
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Figure 30: Best fit result of the LMC average extinction curve where the dust composition is

made of 50:50 silicate and carbon grain sizes.

Next I tried a combination of bins that contained 50:50 silicate and carbon dust grains. Since

the average LMC extinction curve is similar to that of the MW I chose the same bins as when I

fitted the MW extinction curve. The result of this fit can be seen in figure 30. Here the fitting

routine has fitted everything but the 2175Å bump. That the bump hasn’t been fitted is again

contributed to the fact that none of the individual synthetic dust grains has the right shape

in their individual extinction. The dust distribution used to make figure 30 has 95% silicate

dust and 5% carbon dust. The exact combination can be seen in table 2. That there are 95%

silicates does seem like a very large change from the MW which had a similar curve, but as

mentioned earlier the LMC does have a larger part of silicates in it. It is therefore not impos-

sible that there should be 95% silicates in the average LMC extinction curve. In reality, there

are properly fewer silicates than 95% since the 2175Å bump generally is attributed to PAHs

which is a type of carbon. Should I have a chance to fit the entire average LMC extinction

curve I would need the complex refractive index of the PAHs to generate the dust grains. These

are sadly very tricky to obtain and it is therefore currently not possible to test if they indeed

would be able to fit the 2175Å bump. The fit in figure 30 is, therefore, the best that can be

generated with the chosen synthetic dust data. If I were to examine the LMC extinction curve

further I would try using other dust materials since changing the sizes won’t change the current

best fit. I can’t pick smaller sizes than the smallest size currently used because the dust grains
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then become molecules and are no longer considered dust grains [4]. If I were to pick larger

sizes than 0.40µm there would be so few of them that they hardly are observed in interstellar

dust [5]. The larger dust grains should therefore not affect the total observed extinction that

much. Including the larger sizes in the size range is therefore not necessary in order to fit the

extinction curve. Having excluded the sizes as a parameter leaves the dust materials as the

only changeable parameter in order to gain a better fit to the average LMC extinction curve in

the future.

Figure 31: Best fit result of the LMC average extinction curve using the MRN dust grain size

distribution.

The last combination I tested was the MRN dust grain size distribution. In figure 31 the

result of the fit is shown. Compared to figure 30 the fit in figure 31 don’t fit the extinction

from ∼ 6.5µm−1 on-wards. This could be due to the lack of ultra-small silicate grains in the

MRN dust grain size distribution. If I look at the different components of the fit there is again

clearly more silicate dust than carbon dust. In the fit 89.5% of the dust is from silicates and

the reaming 10.5% is from the carbon dust. This time around the bump in the curve is sort

of fitted it is therefore doubtful there would be added more carbon dust in the fit to improve

it. Adding the ultra-small silicate grains could on the other hand take care of the part of the

extinction curve that is not fitted using the MRN distribution since they dominate the silicate

extinction from about 6.5µm−1 onwards. Judging the fit in figure 30 and figure 31 solely on

the RMS value would tell you that both fits are equally good. One, therefore, has to look at
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the dust composition to see which of the fits actually gives the most realistic fit. Here my

assessment is that the fit in figure 30 is better than the fit in figure 31. I have come to this

conclusion since everything but the bump is fitted, which I knew would be hard to fit with the

available synthetic grain sizes. The fit in figure 31 on the other hand has the possibility to be

good if the MRN model had allowed the ultra-small silicate grains. But since they are not part

of the model and a reasonable chunk of the observed extinction curve, therefore, isn’t fitted,

my assessment is that the fit is worse than the one in figure 30. Others have successfully used

the MRN grain size distribution and managed to fit the entire extinction curve in figure 31 [1].

The difference between their fit and mine is that they use graphite as their carbon dust giving

them an advantage in fitting the 2175Å bump because graphite dust can reproduce the bump

[36]. The different choice of carbon dust type could therefore explain why I can’t get the MRN

size distribution to work well for my fits.

LMC average

Bump
LMC average

LMC average

MRN

Bin 1 s: 0.08µm 35.3% c: 0.01− 0.20µm 4.9% c: 0.01− 0.06µm 0.1%

Bin 2
s: 0.01− 0.20µm

c: 0.07− 0.20µm
4.5% s: 0.01− 0.20µm 19.6% s: 0.02− 0.25µm 89.5%

Bin 3 c: 0.001− 0.009µm 0.5% c: 0.001− 0.009µm 0.1% c: 0.005− 0.009µm 9.6%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 59.8% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 75.4% c: 0.07− 0.40µm 0.8%

RMS 0.07 0.1 0.1

χ2 0.5 1.3 1.4

Table 2: The three different fit results for the average LMC extinction curve. s and c denotes

if the dust grain sizes are silicate or carbon dust grains.

The best fit to the average LMC extinction curve is therefore the one in figure 30. The precise

dust composition is presented in table 2.

9.3 Large Magellanic Cloud supershell extinction fit

Moving on from the average LMC extinction curve it is time to examine the LMC supershell

extinction curve. This curve has a very small 2175Å bump compared to the MW and the aver-

age LMC extinction curve. Since the LMC supershell is part of the LMC galaxy I would expect

the majority of the dust composition to be the same as for the average LMC extinction. There

is of cause some variations in the dust compositions since the extinction curves are different.
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As for the two previous curves the 2175Å bump is again tricky to fit. Looking at figure 32

one would again assume that the fit is very good. After all, it has an RMS value of 0.07 and

most of the fit is well within the uncertainties. There is therefore nothing measured in the

goodness of fit that indicates the fit to be unlikely. One more time it is the dust composition

that ends up ruining the otherwise perfect fit to the observed extinction curve.

Figure 32: Best fit result of the LMC supershell extinction curve where the 2175Å bump is

fitted.

Like before the problem arises from the need to have a large amount of one grain size. Since the

2175Å bump is smaller in the supershell extinction curve it makes sense that there is needed

less of this grain size to fit this extinction curve. The problem is that even though there is

needed a smaller percentage of the grain size, 27.1% is still a lot of dust to have with one size

of one material compared to the total amount of dust in the galaxy. Since the extinction curve

is from the supershell sightline which is close to the star-forming area 30 Dor [12] the dust in

the sightline is affected by the star formation. This means that dust in the sightline may not

be as homogene as for the LMC sightline. This leaves a tiny possibility that 27.1% of the dust

actually is silicate dust with the size 0.08µm. To me, it still seems unlikely that 27.1% of the

dust should have one size. If 0.08µm is the preferred size for the dust to have in this sightline

I would think that there should be a relatively large group of grains with similar sizes such as

0.07 or 0.09 µm because there should be a natural spread of the dust grains around the size

0.08 µm if it had a physical advantage. If I look at the dust composition found to be the best
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fit this group of grains don’t show up as unnaturally large. Getting a realistic fit of the 2175Å

bump is therefore seemingly impossible with the current input variables. If this is indeed the

case I will know once I tried fitting the LMC supershell extinction curve with a 50:50 mix of

silicate and carbon dust. The 50:50 silicate and carbon fit is shown in figure 33.

Figure 33: Best fit result of the LMC supershell extinction curve using 50:50 silicate and carbon

dust.

The next combination I tried fitting to the LMC supershell extinction curve was a 50:50 silicate

and carbon dust combination. I used the same bins for the average LMC extinction curve since

it is the same galaxy, just different sightlines. Once more the 50:50 combination cannot fit the

2175Å bump as seen in figure 33. For the supershell extinction curve, the lack of fitting the

bump is less severe than for the MW and the average LMC because the bump is much smaller.

This means that the fit in figure 33 is closer to the actual extinction than that of the MW and

average LMC. The fit in figure 33 has an RMS of 0.02 which is better than the fit that actually

fit the bump for the supershell extinction. The dust composition used to make the fit in figure

33 contains 97% silicates and 3% carbon dust. This is consistent with the average LMC fit

that contained 95% silicate and 5% carbon dust. I would expect to find more silicate dust in

the supershell extinction curve since it is steeper than the average LMC extinction curve. This

usually indicates that there are more of the ultra small grains, typically the silicates. Having

2% more silicates in the supershell extinction, therefore, sound reasonable considering it is the

same galaxy just different sightlines. This especially makes sense because there are more of the

ultra small grains in the supershell dust composition than in the average LMC composition.
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Figure 34: Best fit result of the LMC supershell extinction curve using the MRN dust grain

size distribution.

The final dust combination I tried fitting to the LMC supershell extinction curve was the MRN

dust grain size distribution. Once again the final part of the extinction curve is not well fitted

when using the MRN size distribution. This can once more be attributed to the lack of ultra-

small silicate grains in the MRN size distribution. If I look at the distribution of the different

materials in the MRN fit in figure 34 it agrees with the previous fit in that the majority of

the extinction is caused by the silicate grains. This time is needs 99.6% silicate dust grains.

The lack of fitting the entire curve, therefore, has an interesting impact on the suggested dust

composition. By not fitting the last part of the curve the carbon grains have been practically

eliminated from the synthetic extinction fit. Based on the three different curves I have fitted

with the MRN size distribution so far, the MRN size distribution is only capable of fitting the

extinction well up to ∼ 6µm−1. The MRN size distribution consistently lacks some grains that

are capable of fitting the remaining observed extinction. It, therefore, seems like the MRN

are not the ideal dust grain distribution to use in either the MW or LMC. If it works well for

extinction curves that lack the 2175Å bump is still to be determined. To answer this question

I will have to fit the SMC using the MRN size distributions as well.
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LMC supershell

Bump
LMC supershell

LMC supershell

MRN

Bin 1 s: 0.08µm 27.1% c: 0.01− 0.20µm 3.0% c: 0.01− 0.06µm 0.1%

Bin 2
s: 0.01− 0.20µm

c: 0.07− 0.20µm
3.5% s: 0.01− 0.20µm 12.3% s: 0.02− 0.25µm 99.6%

Bin 3 c: 0.001− 0.009µm 0.3% c: 0.001− 0.009µm 0.02% c: 0.005− 0.009µm 0.1%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 69.2% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 84.7% c: 0.07− 0.40µm 0.1%

RMS 0.07 0.02 0.2

χ2 0.5 1 2.6

Table 3: The different results from fitting the LMC supershell extinction. s and c denotes if

the dust grains are either silicate or carbon.

After examining the three different fits to the LMC supershell extinction curve, I find that

the best fit to the LMC supershell is the one in figure 33, which have an RMS value of 0.02.

This fit contains 97% silicate and 3% carbon dust. For the exact amount of each dust grain

size see table 3.

9.4 Small Magellanic Cloud extinction fit

The last of the galactic extinction curves I have examined is the SMC extinction curve. Unlike

the MW and both the LMC curves, the SMC doesn’t have a bump at 2175Å. I have therefore

not made a specific plot where I tried to fit the bump in this curve, since there is none. Ac-

cording to [1], it should be possible to fit the SMC curve using purely silicate grains. I would

therefore expect the dust compositions to lean very strongly in the direction of the silicate

grains. I have tested the two statements that the SMC could be fitted with purely silicates

[1] and that it is possible to get a satisfactory fit without using carbon grains smaller than

∼ 0.02µm [6]. Besides these, I will also test the MRN dust composition and the 50:50 silicate

and carbon combination I used to fit the other extinction curves with, to see if any of these give

better results than the before mentioned methods. It will be interesting to see how well the

SMC curve can be fitted since most of the GRB host galaxy extinction curves are found to be

variations of the SMC curve. If the routine therefore can fit the SMC satisfactory it becomes

promising in regards to fitting the observed extinction of the GRB host galaxy extinction curves

and thereby finding their dust composition.

The first dust combination I tested was the MRN dust grain size distribution to see if it

behaved better when there was no 2175Å bump in the observed extinction. As we shall see in

a moment this is sadly not the case.
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Figure 35: Best fit result of the SMC extinction curve using the MRN dust grain size distribu-

tion.

In figure 35 the MRN dust grain size distribution has been used to fit the SMC extinction

curve. Once again the last part of the observed extinction curve isn’t fitted. The MRN dust

composition can therefore neither fit the SMC extinction curve or any of the other galactic

extinction curves. Once more I attributed the lack of fitting the entire extinction curve to the

lack of ultra-small silicate grains in the MRN size distribution. In figure 19 and figure 23 one

can see that the ultra-small silicate grains dominate the extinction in the part of the curve

there is not fitted. The other possibility would have been the ultra-small carbon grains because

they too dominate the extinction in the missing area. Since most of the ultra-small carbon

grains already are part of the MRN size distribution these can’t be used to explain why it

consequently won’t fit & 6µm−1. This leaves me to conclude that the MRN size distribution

needs to be expanded in the silicates to fit the entire extinction curve, meaning that the silicate

grains 0.001 − 0.01µm would have to be included in the existing size range of 0.02 − 0.25µm

for the MRN size distribution. Based on all the plots with the MRN distribution, I would

therefore not recommend using this distribution of dust grain sizes since there is another dust

combination that would give better results when fitting the entire observed extinction curve.
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Figure 36: Best fit result of the SMC extinction curve using the same dust composition as the

best fit MW and LMC curves.

The next dust combination I tried fitting to the SMC curve was the combination that contained

50:50 silicate and carbon dust grain sizes. I chose this combination because I was interested

in seeing how well it would fit an extinction curve without the 2175Å bump. The combination

gives a much more reasonable fit than the MRN dust combination. First of all the fit in figure

36 fits the entire extinction curve because it contains the ultra-small silicate grains, whereas

the fit in figure 35 did not. Secondly, the 50:50 silicate and carbon dust combination also lean

strongly in the direction of the silicate grains. This combination contains 99.4% silicates. This

is consistent with both the MRN fit but also the finding from [1] where they find that the SMC

extinction curve can be fitted using purely silicate grains. It will therefore be interesting to

see if a pure silicate fit can improve the already good RMS value of 0.1 for the fit in figure 36.

Besides the pure silicate dust combination, it should also be possible to reproduce the SMC

extinction without using carbon grains smaller than ∼ 0.02µm [6]. Which one of these methods

will give the best fit to the SMC extinction curve I will know once I’ve fitted the remaining

combinations.
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Figure 37: Best fit result of the SMC extinction curve without using carbon grains smaller than

0.01µm.

Next I tested the statement from [6], that the SMC extinction can be reproduced without

using carbon grains smaller than ∼ 0.02µm. Because of the way I had set up my bins the fit in

figure 37 contains the size 0.02µm and 0.01µm but any of the ultra-small carbon grains have

been left out of the dust combination. The fit in figure 37 looks very similar to that of figure

36 where I had used the ultra-small carbon grains. The two fits in fact have the same RMS

value and are therefore equally good. The fit without the ultra-small carbon grains contains

99.4% silicates as well. There is therefore no difference in the percentage of silicates used in the

fits. One can therefore fit the SMC extinction curve well without using any of the ultra-small

carbon grains as stated in [6]. This method is just as good as picking the 50:50 silicate and

carbon dust grain size combination since the result is practically the same. This can also be

seen in table 4 where the distribution of the different dust grain sizes for the fits to the SMC

extinction curve is shown. Now that I tested the finding from [6] I only have to test the finding

from [1] where they only use silicates to reproduce the SMC extinction curve, to know which

of the different methods will give the best fit to the SMC extinction curve.
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Figure 38: Best fit result of the SMC extinction curve using only silicate grains.

The final dust combination I used to fit the SMC extinction curve was the one made up of

only silicate dust. As seen in figure 38 this dust combination fits the SMC extinction curve

extremely well. This can also be seen on the fits RMS value which is 0.04 and the fact that

the fit lies within the SMC extinction curves uncertainties. The pure silicate dust combination

obviously only contains silicates dust. If I look closely at the distribution of the different grains

sizes used to make the fit in figure 38 I see that the larger the grains get, the less of them

is needed in order to fit the observed extinction. This is consistent with what I wrote in the

beginning of the thesis. There I wrote that there was found very few of the large grains and

the larger they got the less of them was found when examining the interstellar medium. That

there therefore are needed less of the different grain sizes as they become larger in the fit in

figure 38 therefore fits with this statement. To see how much of the different grain sizes are

needed in order to fit the SMC extinction curve see table 4. Having fitted the SMC extinction

curve with only silicate dust I agree with [1]. One can indeed fit the SMC extinction curve only

using silicate dust. In fact it gives the best fit out of the four methods I have tested on this

particular extinction curve.
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SMC

MRN
SMC

Bin 1 c: 0.01− 0.06µm 0.1% c: 0.01− 0.20µm 0.6%

Bin 2 s: 0.02− 0.25µm 99.6% s: 0.01− 0.20µm 6.7%

Bin 3 c: 0.005− 0.009µm 0.1% c: 0.001− 0.009µm 0.03%

Bin 4 c: 0.07− 0.40µm 0.1% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 92.7%

RMS 0.5 0.1

χ2 15.1 1.9

SMC

Minimal carbon

SMC

Pure silicate

Bin 1 c: 0.01− 0.20µm 0.6% s: 0.01− 0.06µm 10.8%

Bin 2 s: 0.01− 0.20µm 6.7% s: 0.07− 0.20µm 6.5%

Bin 3 c: 0.25− 0.40µm 0.03% s: 0.25− 0.40µm 1.3%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 92.7% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 81.3%

RMS 0.1 0.04

χ2 0.9 0.3

Table 4: The four different dust compositions used to fit the SMC extinction curve. s and c

denotes if the dust grain are silicate or carbon.

Having examined the four different fits to the SMC extinction curve it is once more clear

the MRN dust grain size distribution is not well suited to fit the entire observed extinction

curve. Both the 50:50 silicate and carbon dust combination and the combination without the

ultra-small silicate grains gives a good fit to the SMC extinction curve. Had I not tested the

pure silicate combination I would have found both of these fits to have been satisfactory fits to

the SMC extinction curve. The best fit to the SMC extinction curve is by far the pure silicate

fit. This fit has a really good RMS value and if comes with a realistic dust composition since it

gradually needs less and less of the sizes as they increase in sizes. This fits with the statement

at the beginning of the thesis where I said that the larger the grain becomes the less of them

was found in the interstellar medium.

9.5 GRB host galaxy extinction fits

Before I present the best fits to the different GRB host galaxy extinction curves there are a few

things worth noticing. The ten featureless GRB host galaxy extinction curves presented below

all come from [18]. In this article all the GRB host galaxy extinction curves I am using in this

thesis, are found to be SMC like in their extinction. When I examined the SMC extinction

curve I found that the best fit was obtained using only silicate dust. I have therefore chosen to
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only present the GRB host galaxy extinction curve fits, that are made purely of silicate dust

below. These should give the best fits to the different GRB host galaxy extinction curves, since

they are SMC like in their extinction. For the best dust combination using a mix of silicate

and carbon dust to fit the GRB host galaxy extinction curves pleas see figure 49 - 58 and table

7 in appendix B.

GRB

090313A

GRB

100219A

GRB

100418A

GRB

100901A

Bin 1 s: 0.07− 0.20µm 4.69% 3.55% 4.51% 9.29%

Bin 2 s: 0.25− 0.40µm 2.72% 1.26% 1.80% 5.07%

Bin 3 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 85.60% 92.19% 87.62% 73.19%

Bin 4 s: 0.01− 0.06µm 6.99% 2.99% 6.07% 12.45%

RMS 0.13 0.27 0.11 0.11

χ2 7.77 9.83 8.30 7.42

GRB

111008A

GRB

111209A

GRB

120119A

GRB

120815A

Bin 1 s: 0.07− 0.20µm 5.57% 4.39% 7.02% 3.86%

Bin 2 s: 0.25− 0.40µm 2.17% 1.97% 3.86% 1.75%

Bin 3 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 84.56% 87.92% 79.43% 89.67%

Bin 4 s: 0.01− 0.06µm 7.70% 5.72% 9.69% 4.73%

RMS 0.14 0.17 0.11 0.20

χ2 7.97 8.44 6.73 9.79

GRB

121024A

GRB

130427A

GRB

121024A

Bin 1 s: 0.07− 0.20µm 5.34% 5.24%
c: 0.01− 0.06,

0.25− 0.40µm
4.76%

Bin 2 s: 0.25− 0.40µm 2.43% 3.09%
s: 0.01− 0.06,

0.25− 0.40µm
7.83%

Bin 3 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 85.84% 83.85% c: 0.001− 0.009µm 35.39%

Bin 4 s: 0.01− 0.06µm 6.38% 7.83% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 52.02%

RMS 0.14 0.12 0.04

χ2 7.41 7.09 3.08

Table 5: Overview over the different grain sizes used to make the fits to the different GRB host

galaxy extinction curves. S denotes that the grain sizes are silicate dust and c is carbon dust.

For GRB 121024A the last entry corresponds to the right panel in figure 47 and entry number

9 is the left panel of figure 47.
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Besides the ten featureless GRB host galaxy extinction curves, I also have one very flat GRB

host galaxy extinction curve from [35]. This specific flat extinction curve comes from GRB

121024A, of which I also have a featureless extinction curve from [18]. I, therefore, have two

very different extinction curves of the same GRB host galaxy. I will not attempt to say which

of the extinction curves are the correct extinction curve, but I will fit both curves since the

differences can be used to show some of the different characteristics of very steep and very flat

extinction curves in general.

For all the dust combinations presented above I have found the percentage needed of each

dust bin to reproduce the observed GRB host galaxy extinction, as well as the RMS and χ2

of each fit. These are presented in table 5. Based on the RMS and χ2 values presented in

table 5 and table 7 in appendix B, the pure silicate dust fit does indeed give the best fit to all

of the featureless GRB host galaxy extinction curves presented below. The GRB host galaxy

extinction curves that are SMC like in their extinction, can therefore like the SMC extinction

curve best be reproduced using a pure silicate dust model.
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9.6 GRB 090313A extinction fit

The first GRB host galaxy extinction curve I have fitted is from the GRB 090313A. The

featureless extinction curve in figure 39 is very similar to the ones we will see from all the other

GRB host galaxy extinction curves I will work on within this thesis. Since the GRB 090313A

extinction curve is supposed to be similar to the SMC extinction curve [18], I would expect it to

be a flat relatively steep extinction curve. Looking at figure 39 there is no 2175Å bump and the

curve is indeed flat and rising fast in Aλ/AV when the inverse wavelength gets higher, just like

the SMC extinction curve. The best fit to the GRB host galaxy extinction curve is obtained

when using only silicate grains in the sizes 0.001− 0.40µm, just like the SMC extinction curve.

Because the GRB 090313A extinction curve is similar to the SMC extinction curve, it makes

sense that both curves best dust combination is made of the same grain sizes and materials.

Of cause, there is some variation in the percentages needed of the different grain sizes since

the two curves aren’t exact copy’s of one another, but just very similar in shape and steepness.

Once more the dominating grain sizes are the silicate grains 0.001 − 0.009µm with 85.60% of

the dust belonging to this group of grains in the best fit of the GRB 090313A extinction curve.

This is typical for a steep extinction curve, since the steeper the curve, the more of the ultra

small grains are needed to get a good fit. This will also be illustrated by some of the even

stepper GRB host galaxy extinction curves that have yet to be fitted in the coming sections.

The dust combination used to fit the GRB 090313A extinction curve is therefore typical for a

fast-rising extinction curve without the 2175Å bump. In table 5 all the dust combinations used

to fit the different GRB host galaxies can be seen. Looking at this table one can see that the

best fit to GRB 090313A is indeed a typical fit for an SMC like extinction curve, since the rest

of the SMC like GRB host galaxy extinction curve best fits are very similar to it.

Figure 39: Best fit result of GRB 090313A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.7 GRB 100219A extinction fit

The next GRB I worked with is the GRB 100219A. This GRB host galaxy extinction curve is

also similar to that of the SMC extinction curve since it lacks the 2175Å bump and is otherwise

a featureless rising curve. What set the GRB 100219A extinction curve apart from the rest

of the GRB host galaxy extinction curves presented in result section 9.6-9.15, is that it has a

rise in the larger inverse wavelengths that are considerably steeper than the other extinction

curves, see figure 40. Examples of other steep rising GRB host galaxy extinction curves are

GRB 100418A, GRB 111209A and GRB 120815A. These extinction curves ”only” rise to an

Aλ/AV of 14-16, whereas GRB 100219A goes all the way up to 17.5. That GRB 100219A is

the steepest of the extinction curves can also be seen in the dust combination used to fit the

extinction curve. As mentioned earlier, the stepper a curve is, the more of the ultra small

grains are needed to get a good fit to the curve. For GRB 100219A there is needed 92.19% of

the grain sizes 0.001− 0.009µm. This is the largest percentage needed for any of the GRB host

galaxies, as can be seen in table 5. Once again the best dust combination is made purely of

silicate dust. This makes sense since the GRB 100219A extinction curve is similar to the SMC

extinction curve, which best fit contained only silicate dust. That the two curves, therefore,

have s similar type of dust model as the best fit is expected. For the rest of the dust grain sizes

used in the fit of the GRB 100219A extinction curve, as well as the goodness of fit, please see

table 5.

Figure 40: Best fit result of GRB 100219A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.8 GRB 100418A extinction fit

After working with GRB 100219A I started working on fitting the extinction curve of GRB

100418A. Like the GRB host galaxy extinction curves presented above, the GRB 100418A ex-

tinction curve is SMC like in its extinction. This once again means that there is no 2175Å

bump and that the extinction curve is a steep featureless curve. Because the GRB host galaxy

extinction curve is SMC like in its extinction I would expect the two to have a similar dust

composition. When fitting the SMC extinction curve I found that the best fit was obtained

using only silicate dust. It was therefore no surprise that the best fit of the GRB 100418A

extinction curve was found to only use silicates as well. Because the GRB 100418A extinction

curve is a steep extinction curve, one has to include a large percentage of very small dust grains

to get a good fit for the extinction curve. For the specific fit shown in figure 41, 87.62% of the

dust is silicate grains with the sizes 0.001− 0.009µm. The GRB 100418A extinction curve and

dust combination are therefore similar to not only that of the SMC extinction but also the two

GRB extinction curves presented above. For the exact amount of each dust group needed to

reproduce the extinction in figure 41 see table 5.

Figure 41: Best fit result of GRB 100418A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.9 GRB 100901A extinction fit

Next, I examined the extinction curve of GRB 100901A. This extinction curve is also an SMC

like extinction curve because this one also lacks the 2175Å bump and is a step featureless curve.

The GRB 100901A curve varies from the other GRB host galaxy extinction curves by being the

least steep of all the GRB curves. Because the GRB 100901A extinction curve isn’t as steep as

the other GRB host galaxy extinction curves it should not require as large a percentage of the

ultra small silicate grains when fitting the extinction curve. As predicted the GRB 100901A

extinction curve only needs 73.19% silicate dust with the grain sizes 0.001−0.009µm, compared

to the over 80% needed for the curves presented above. Once again it makes sense that the best

fit to the observed extinction curve is achieved when using only silicate dust in the synthetic

dust composition. Since the GRB 100901A extinction curve is classified as an SMC like extinc-

tion curve in [18], I would expect the two to have similar dust compositions. Therefore when

I found that the SMC extinction curve best could be fitted using only silicate dust, it would

make sense that the best fit to the GRB 100901A extinction curve would also consist of pure

silicate dust, because the two extinction curves are very similar. It is therefore not surprising

that the fit in figure 42 is consisting only of silicate dust in the sizes 0.001− 0.40µm. For the

exact combination of dust used to reproduce the extinction see table 5.

Figure 42: Best fit result of GRB 100901A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.10 GRB 111008A extinction fit

The next GRB host galaxy I looked at was GRB 111008A. Like the other GRB host galaxies,

the GRB 111008A extinction curve is also SMC like in the extinction. This can be seen in the

lack of the 2175Å bump and the steep featureless curve. When I examined the SMC extinction

curve I found that the best fit to the SMC extinction was obtained when using only silicate

dust. Therefore when trying to reproduce the observed extinction of GRB 111008A, it was no

surprise that the best fit to this curve also was obtained when only using silicate dust, because

it is so similar to the SMC extinction curve. Like all the other GRB host galaxy extinction

curves presented so far, the GRB 111008A extinction curve is steep meaning that the fit would

need a large percentage of ultra small dust grains to reproduce the observed extinction well.

For the fit presented in figure 43 there is 84.65% silicate dust with the sizes 0.001− 0.009µm.

The behaviour of the GRB 111008A extinction curve is therefore as expected since it has a

similar dust composition to the SMC and it needs a large percentage of ultra small grains to

reproduce the steep rise in Aλ/AV .

Figure 43: Best fit result of GRB 111008A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.11 GRB 111209A extinction fit

Continuing to the next GRB host galaxy which is GRB 111209A, I once more have an SMC

like extinction curve. This is again due to the steep rise in Aλ/AV over the inverse wavelengths

and the lack of the 2175Å bump in the extinction curve. Like all the GRB host galaxy extinc-

tion curves presented above, the GRB 111209A extinction curve can best be reproduced using

only silicate dust grains of the sizes 0.001 − 0.40µm. At this point, it comes as no surprise,

since both the SMC and all the other GRB SMC like extinction curves have had the same

dust combinations as the best fit. Because the GRB 112009A extinction curve is one of the

steeper GRB host galaxy extinction curves I am examining, I would expect it to have one of the

larger percentages of the 0.001− 0.009µm silicate dust grains compared to the other GRB host

galaxy dust combinations. The GRB 111209A extinction curve contains 87.92% of the ultra

small grains. This is indeed one of the larger percentages compared to the other GRB host

galaxy extinction curves, see table 5. The behaviour of the dust combination used to reproduce

the GRB 111209A extinction in figure 44 is therefore as expected based on the shape of the

extinction curve and the previously examined GRB host galaxy extinction curves.

Figure 44: Best fit result of GRB 111209A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.12 GRB 120119A extinction fit

After having examined GRB 111209A I started looking at GRB 120119A. Like all the other

GRB host galaxy extinction curves presented so far the GRB 120119A extinction curve is SMC

like in its extinction. This means that the GRB 120119A extinction curve lacks the 2175Å

bump and is otherwise a steep featureless curve. When examining the extinction curve I found

that the dust combination that best could reproduce the observed extinction was made purely

of silicate dust. This dust combination is size-wise the same as the dust combination giving

the best fit to the SMC extinction curve. The GRB 120119A extinction curve is very similar

to the SMC extinction curve. It does therefore make sense that the two curves would have

similar dust compositions. The GRB 120119A extinction curve is one of the least steep GRB

host galaxy extinction curves I have examined so far. I would therefore expect it to contain a

smaller percentage of the ultra small dust grains, namely the sizes 0.001−0.009µm because the

steeper an extinction curve is the more of the ultra small dust grains are needed to get a good

fit to the observed extinction. The GRB 120119A extinction fit contains 79.43% of the ultra

small silicate grains. This is indeed less than most of the other GRB host galaxy extinction

curves I have examined so far. The GRB 120119A extinction curve, therefore, behaves as I

would expect it to since it has a lesser amount of small silicate dust due to not being as steep

as the other GRB host galaxy extinction curves and because it contains only silicate dust like

all the other SMC like GRB extinction curves.

Figure 45: Best fit result of GRB 120119A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.13 GRB 120815A extinction fit

Next, I examined the GRB 120815A extinction curve. Like all the other GRB host galaxy

extinction curves presented so far, this GRB extinction curve is also classified as an SMC like

extinction curve in [18]. This means that the GRB 120815A extinction curve lacks the 2175Å

bump and is a steep featureless extinction curve. Because the GRB 120815A extinction curve is

SMC like in its extinction I would expect the two extinction curves to have similar dust compo-

sitions. For the SMC extinction curve, I found that the best dust combination contained only

silicate dust. When I examined the GRB 120815A extinction curve I would therefore expect it

to have a similar type of dust combination. Therefore finding that the dust combination that

best reproduces the GRB 120815A extinction was only made of silicate dust was no surprise.

Besides the dust combination, it is worth noticing that the GRB 120815A extinction curve

is one of the steeper GRB host galaxy extinction curves I have worked with so far. I would

therefore expect this extinction curve to have one of the largest percentages of the ultra small

silicate dust grains in its dust combination. Looking in table 5 shows that the dust combination

used to reproduce the GRB 120815A extinction in figure 46 is made of 89.67% silicate dust

with the sizes 0.001 − 0.009µm. This is the second-largest percentage needed for any of the

GRB host galaxies presented in the table. This fits with the data since GRB 120815A has

the second steepest extinction curve of all the GRB host galaxies and therefore should contain

the second largest percentage of the ultra small silicate grains. The dust combination of GRB

120815A, therefore, behaves as expected.

Figure 46: Best fit result of GRB 120815A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.
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9.14 GRB 121024A extinction fit

Next, it was time to examine the two extinction curves of GRB 121024A. One of the extinction

curves is very similar to the other GRB host galaxy extinction curves I have presented so far.

This is the extinction curve in the left panel of figure 47. This GRB 121024A extinction curve is

also SMC like in its extinction. The best dust combination to this extinction curve is therefore

also a pure silicate dust fit like for the SMC extinction curve. Once again because the curve is

steep, it is expected that there are needed a large percentage of the ultra small dust grains to

get a good fit to the extinction curve. For the extinction curve in the left panel of figure 47,

there is needed 85.84% of the ultra small dust grains. This is indeed a large percentage of the

total dust grains needed to reproduce the observed extinction.

Figure 47: Best fit result of GRB 121024A. For the left panel of the figure, the best fit is

obtained using silicate grains of the sizes 0.001 − 0.40µm, using the GRB 121024A extinction

curve from [18]. Whereas the right panels best fit to the GRB 121014A extinction curve from

[35] is obtained using a mix of silicate and carbon dust.

The extinction curve in the right panel of figure 47 is not like any of the extinction curves

presented so far. First of all, it is a very flat curve that only rises to 2 in Aλ/AV at 8µm−1.

Secondly, the curve itself can not be classified as either an MW, LMC or SMC like extinction

curve. The MW and LMC type is excluded due to the lack of the 2175Å bump and the SMC

type is excluded because the curve isn’t steep enough. Finding the best dust combination to

this curve, can therefore not be based on what previously have fitted curves of the same type

best. The extinction curve does give one clue to what dust grain sizes need to be in the dust

combination. As I have shown with the best-fit dust combinations to the other GRB host

galaxy extinction curves, the steeper an extinction curve gets the more of the ultra small dust

grain are needed to get a good fit. Likewise the flatter an extinction curve is it is supposed to

contain more of the large dust grains, than the steep curves. The flat extinction curve in the

right panel of figure 47 should therefore contain a considerable portion of the largest grain sizes.

To reproduce the extinction I need both silicate and carbon grains. It is therefore hard to make
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a direct comparison with the other GRB 121024A extinction curve’s dust combinations since

that was pure silicate dust. By having a mix of the two dust types I had to exclude some sizes

from the dust composition for it to give a good fit to the observed extinction. This also makes

it harder to compare the two fits directly to one another. Looking at the ultra small silicate

grains there is needed 52.02% to reproduce the in fit in the right panel of figure 47. This is

considerably less than for the fit in the left panel. It would therefore seem like there are indeed

needed more of the large grains to fit the flatter of the two extinction curves. One though

has to keep in mind that the dust combination used is very different and therefore can’t be

directly compared. Looking at the dust composition as a whole it does seem reasonable because

it contains a good amount of the large grains compared to the curves steepness and the ultra

small dust grains are not nearly as dominant in the dust combination as for the very steep curve.

After having examined the two very different extinction curves of the same GRB host galaxy,

the best dust combinations to the two curves have shown that by looking at the steepness of

the curve one can indeed say something about the need for either large or ultra small dust

grains in the dust composition. Very steep curves do need a large percentage of the ultra small

grains and flat curves don’t.

9.15 GRB 130427A extinction fit

The last GRB host galaxy extinction curve I worked with came from GRB 130427A. This

extinction curve was also an SMC like extinction curve, meaning that there is no 2175Å bump

and that the extinction curve is steep and featureless. Once more the best dust combination

was found to only contain silicate dust. This makes sense since the SMC and the GRB 130427A

extinction curve are very similar in shape. Therefore when the best fit dust combination to

the SMC extinction curve was pure silicate dust, it would make sense that the best fit dust

combination to the GRB 130427A extinction curve also was silicate dust. As mentioned when

examining the other GRB host galaxy extinction curves, the steeper an extinction curve is the

more of the ultra small dust grains are needed to get a good fit for the observed extinction.

Therefore needing 83.85% silicate dust of the sizes 0.001 − 0.009µm to reproduce the GRB

130427A extinction is reasonable. Especially so when comparing with the other GRB host

galaxies I have examined. In table 5 all the dust combinations used to fit the different GRB

host galaxies are presented. Here some of the GRB host galaxies have a lower percentage of the

ultra small grains than the GRB 130427A. This is in accordance with the data because some of

the other GRB host galaxy extinction curves namely those of GRB 100119A and GRB 120119A

are less steep than GRB 130427A. Likewise, some of the GRB host galaxies in table 5 need

larger percentages of the ultra small dust grains, but these curves are also steeper than GRB

130427A. Therefore having a pure silicate dust combination with 83.85% ultra small silicate

grains is a reasonable dust combination for the observed extinction curve.
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Figure 48: Best fit result of GRB 130427A, using only silicate dust in the size range 0.001 −
0.40µm.

10 Discussion

Having examined all the extinction curves, some tendencies have emerged. Specifically that all

the SMC like GRB extinction curves best fits contain only silicate dust and the lack of good

fits to the 2175Å bump for the MW and LMC extinction curves. This naturally gives rise to

some questions about the results, like why can’t the 2175Å bump be fitted, with the used dust

grains? Why is it silicate dust that gives the best dust combination? Just to name a few. In

the next sections, I will try to answer these questions.

10.1 Why can’t the 2175Å bump fitted?

When I was examining the extinction curves of the MW, the LMC and the LMC supershell,

I found that the 2175Å bump in all three cases could be fitted using the silicate grain of the

size 0.08µm. The fits had really good RMS and χ2 values, but the dust compositions were not

that realistic since up to 40% of the dust had to have this specific size and be made of silicate.

Having nearly half of all the dust in an area of the interstellar medium be of one size and

material, is not really realistic, because why would it be this one size and not a similar size that

took up 40% of the dust? And secondly, why are there so few of the surrounding dust sizes,

should there not be more of these if the dust tended to clump around a specific size? Had it

for instance been the sizes 0.05µm or 0.10µm that had been the dominant size the bump would

not be fitted. Neither would it have been fitted had there been a larger percentage of the dust

grain size between 0.05µm and 0.10µm. All this strongly suggest that the dust combination

cannot be right. So why is it that the realistic dust combinations without the 40% of one dust

grain size can not fit the 2175Å bump as I have shown for the three extinction curves?
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The first suggestion would be that I lack dust grain sizes of the right material. It has been sug-

gested that to get a good fit for the 2175Å bump one have to either use PAHs [19] or graphite

grains. Currently, there are no available complex refractive index of a good PAH mix, leaving

me unable to test if PAH could be reasonable for the bump. On the other hand, there are

measurements of graphite, meaning that I could in principle test if graphite gives a good fit.

The problem with graphite is that it can not explain the behaviour of the 2175Å bump [6]. By

behaviour is meant that depending on the sightline in the MW, the 2175Å bump has slightly

different FWHM [6]. Using graphite to fit the bump would not be able to give a good fit to

all the sightlines leaving it unlikely to be the true material reasonable for the 2175Å bump [6].

My suggestion would therefore be that I can not fit the 2175Å bump because I lack the right

material to do so.

10.2 Why is it silicate dust that gives the best dust combination?

The other major question left by the results is why does there only need to be silicate dust in

the dust composition for the SMC and the GRB host galaxies? Before I try to answer that

question, lest take a closer look at the GRB host galaxies themself. Since all the GRB host

galaxy extinction curves behave like the SMC extinction curve it would be natural to think that

they had some similar properties that favoured an SMC like extinction curve and hence silicate

dust. This could for example be that all the GRB host galaxies had SMC like metallicity, which

would grant the possibility of having the same dust composition and extinction curve. In table

6 all the GRB host galaxy metallicities are listed. Looking at these there is not a clear pattern

of SMC like metallicities. About half of the GRB host galaxies have metallicities that are larger

than the SMC. The metallicity alone can therefore not explain why all the GRB host galaxy

extinction curves are SMC like and favour silicate dust. Examining table 6 further does not

indicate that there is a clear pattern all these GRB host galaxies follow that could explain why

all the extinction curves are SMC like or why they favour silicate dust. Granted all the GRB

host galaxy extinction curves have an RV value between 2 and 3, but so does the MW, LMC

and SMC extinction curves. RV can therefore not be used as an indicator for extinction curve

type. There is therefore no obvious reason as to why all the GRB host galaxy extinction curves

are SMC like. This also still leaves my original question unanswered and possibly even more

interesting. Because why do 10 somewhat different GRB host galaxies and the SMC only need

silicate dust in order to reproduce the observed extinction?
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z [18] Metallicity RV [18] AV [18]

GRB 090313A 3.373 [Fe/H]=-1.4±0.3 [37] < SMC 2.67± 0.17 0.34± 0.06

GRB 100219A 4.667 [S/H]=-1.1±0.2 [37] < SMC 2.65± 0.09 0.14± 0.03

GRB 100418A 0.624 12+log(O/H)=8.52±0.10 [38] LMC like 2.42± 0.10 0.12± 0.03

GRB 100901A 1.408 - 3.01± 0.11 0.25± 0.08

GRB 111008A 4.990 [S/H]=-1.70±0.10 [37] < SMC 2.47± 0.09 0.12± 0.04

GRB 111209A 0.677 12+log(O/H)=7.95±0.30 [38] SMC like 2.53± 0.15 0.18± 0.08

GRB 120119A 1.728 12+log(O/H)=8.60±0.14 [38] MW like 2.99± 0.24 1.02± 0.11

GRB 120815A 2.358 [Zn/H]=-1.15±0.12 [39] < SMC 2.38± 0.09 0.19± 0.04

GRB 121024A 2.300 12+log(O/H)=8.41±0.12 [38] LMC like 2.81± 0.20 0.26± 0.07

GRB 130427A 0.340 12+log(O/H)=8.57±0.13 [38] MW like 2.92± 0.19 0.11± 0.04

Table 6: Overview over some general properties of the GRB host galaxy extinction curves and

GRB host galaxies. It has not been possible to find the metallicity of GRB 100901A. The

column next to the metallicities shows if the metallicity is closer to the SMC [40], LMC [41],

MW [42] or lower than the SMC metallicity [43, 44, 45].

In the beginning of this thesis I wrote that the most common types of dust were the silicate and

carbon based dust as well as the smaller group of possible iron based dust. Looking closer at

the individual dust groups can therefore give an idea of why the dust aren’t present in the ex-

tinction curves. Iron has long been suspected to play an important role in the dust composition

as it is one of the most abundant elements [46]. It is thought to either be present as metallic

iron dust, iron oxides or part of the silicate dust such as the pyroxenes family. If all the iron is

looked up in the silicate dust it will not show up as its own group of dust, since it would be an

essential part of the silicate dust. If this was the case it would therefore make sense that iron

is not part of the dust composition. Looking at observations there is evidence that suggests a

large part of the iron is indeed locked in the silicate dust and therefore don’t show up in the dust

composition [46]. This leaves whatever iron there is left to either be metallic iron dust or iron

oxide. Both metallic iron and iron oxide are constant in their extinction across all wavelengths

in the examined extinction curves [36], in this case meaning the wavelength range 0.1 − 1µm.

Since the iron and iron oxide extinction are constant it leaves the remaining iron dust harder

to detect in the total extinction, because adding the reaming iron dust is equal to adding a

scalar to the extinction. This means that adding iron dust will not change the shape of the

extinction curve but only change the max/minimum Aλ/AV of the total extinction. Therefor

not having iron dust in the dust composition can be explained by the irons constant extinction,

which leaves it harder to detect.
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Since the lack of iron-based dust in the dust composition can be explained, it leaves the question

of why the carbon doesn’t show up in the dust composition when the silicate dust clearly does.

When examining different dust models many different version of carbon dust is suggested as

the major carbon dust type. Most of the models use graphite as their preferred dust type. In

this thesis, I have used benzene as the carbon dust and not graphite. This could explain why

I don’t need carbon dust in the SMC dust composition when others who are using graphite

as the dust type do need it [19]. Graphite is also suggested to play a major part in fitting

the 2175Å bump [19, 36]. In most cases, graphite dust is introduced to fit the 2175Å bump,

but since the extinction curves whose dust composition only contained silicate dust lacks the

2175Å bump, does graphite or carbon dust then need to be part of the dust composition? If

carbon dust truly is responsible for the 2175Å bump, then not having a bump could be a sign

of not needing a large amount of carbon dust. Examining the MW and LMC extinction curves

showed that when the bump became less dominant in the LMC supershell extinction curve the

carbon percentages when down. Therefore not having the 2175Å bump could explain why there

is no carbon dust in the dust composition for these curves. Also looking at figure 18 one sees

the individual extinction of the carbon grains used in the fit are more or less constant in Qext

across the wavelengths. This would mean that the carbon grains would have the same effect

as the iron grains, where they act as a constant that changes the max/minimum Aλ/AV , but

don’t affect the shape of the extinction curve.

Lastly there is some evidence for the silicate dust being more dominant in determining the

extinction curve shape than originally thought. In [46] they find that when carbon is not the

dominant dust type, based on measured Si and Fe abundances for the host galaxies, the ex-

tinction curve is much more likely to be featureless like the SMC extinction curve, because

of the presence of silicate dust. If this is indeed the case it would explain why all the GRB

host galaxy extinction curves are featureless even though it is only one of them that have SMC

metallicity. Furthermore, it would explain why the dust composition only need silicate dust,

since the silicate dust dominates the dust content and hence the extinction. Looking at the

dust compositions I have found for all the GRB host galaxy extinction curves and the SMC

curve, they would suggest that this is indeed the case. The lack of other dust types in the

dust composition can therefore be attributed to the lack of carbon and iron dust in the actual

dust, making a dust composition containing mainly silicates the natural outcome. Having only

silicates in the dust composition is therefore not as strange as it initially sounds when looking

closer at what dust dominates the extinction curve shape.
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11 Conclusion and outlook

Interstellar dust is an important part of every galaxy but it has long been a mystery what it

is made of. At the end of the 20th century the first dust models trying to describe the dust

composition in the MW, LMC and SMC emerged. The silicate and carbon dust model quickly

became the most popular model. Since then the dust in the three galaxies have been examined

thoroughly and the preferred dust composition is still silicate and carbon dust, though the

type of carbon preferred has changed over the years. In this thesis, I find that the best dust

composition for the MW and the LMC is consistent with the silicate and carbon model being

the best. I also find that the MW indeed needs a larger percentage of carbon dust than the

LMC extinction curves. This is consistent with other studies of the MW and LMC extinction

curve [1]. I have not been able to fit the 2175Å bump for the MW and LMC extinction curves.

This is mostly due to the type of carbon dust used as it is suspected the bump originates from

either graphite or PAHs. Further examination of the extinction curves is therefore needed in

order to confirm what carbon type is responsible for the bump. The SMC extinction curve

differs from both the MW and LMC extinction curves since it lacks the 2175Å bump. The

lack of the bump in the extinction curves leads to a different dust profile for the galaxy. I find

that the best dust composition from the SMC is obtained only using silicate dust. This is in

agreement with the study in [1]. For a while, these were the only galaxies in which we could

study the extinction curves in detail. Within the last ∼10 years it has become possible to find

the extinction curves of GRB host galaxies opening up for the study of dust compositions in

faraway galaxies. In this thesis, I have examined extinction curves from 10 different GRB host

galaxies, all of which were featureless. For all the extinction curves I find that the best dust

composition is made of silicate dust only. This makes sense since silicate dust dominates the

extinction curve shape if carbon is not the dominant dust component [46]. The study in [46]

includes 7 out of the 10 GRBs I have examined and find this to be the case for all the GRB

extinction curves include in their sample. That I, therefore, find the dust composition of all

the GRB host galaxy extinction curves to contain only silicate dust is justifiable.

In the future it would be interesting to examine a larger sample of GRB extinction curves

once they become available, to see if the silicate dust tendency is universal. Likewise, it would

also be interesting to fit some of the GRB extinction curves that behave more like the LMC and

the MW to see if the dust compositions in these cases also would be similar to their extinction

curve type. Staying with the MW and the LMC extinction curves adding PAH dust grains to

the best dust composition, once a refractive index becomes available, would be interesting to

see if the 2175Å bump finally can be fitted with a realistic dust composition. Likewise trying

other forms of carbon or silicates grains would be interesting to see how the dust composites

would behave and what effect other materials would have on the reproduced extinction. There

are therefore several topics that could be explored more in-depth in the future.
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A Fitting routine raw code

In the next pages is included the entire fitting routine used to make the fits of the GRB host

galaxy, the MW, LMC and SMC extinction curves. This includes the fitting function for the

six and two bin versions as well as the four bin version shown in the section about setting

up the fitting routine. Besides the loop, the most used bins are also included in the code

section.

VI



Fitting routine GRB

June 7, 2021

[2]: import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit

[3]: # load data file
data = np.loadtxt('MW_pei.dat')

[4]: # silicate and carbon grains of different sizes
sil1 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_01',skiprows=14)
sil2 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_02',skiprows=14)
sil3 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_03',skiprows=14)
sil4 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_04',skiprows=14)
sil5 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_05',skiprows=14)
sil6 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_06',skiprows=14)
sil7 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_07',skiprows=14)
sil8 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_08',skiprows=14)
sil9 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_09',skiprows=14)
sil10 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_10',skiprows=14)
sil11 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_15',skiprows=14)
sil12 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_20',skiprows=14)
sil13 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_25',skiprows=14)
sil14 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_30',skiprows=14)
sil15 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_35',skiprows=14)
sil16 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_40',skiprows=14)
sil17 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_001',skiprows=14)
sil18 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_002',skiprows=14)
sil19 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_003',skiprows=14)
sil20 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_004',skiprows=14)
sil21 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_005',skiprows=14)
sil22 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_006',skiprows=14)
sil23 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_007',skiprows=14)
sil24 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_008',skiprows=14)
sil25 = np.loadtxt('astrosil_a0_009',skiprows=14)
zub1 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_01',skiprows=14)
zub2 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_02',skiprows=14)
zub3 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_03',skiprows=14)
zub4 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_04',skiprows=14)
zub5 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_05',skiprows=14)
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zub6 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_06',skiprows=14)
zub7 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_07',skiprows=14)
zub8 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_08',skiprows=14)
zub9 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_09',skiprows=14)
zub10 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_10',skiprows=14)
zub11 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_15',skiprows=14)
zub12 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_20',skiprows=14)
zub13 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_25',skiprows=14)
zub14 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_30',skiprows=14)
zub15 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_35',skiprows=14)
zub16 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_40',skiprows=14)
zub17 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_001',skiprows=14)
zub18 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_002',skiprows=14)
zub19 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_003',skiprows=14)
zub20 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_004',skiprows=14)
zub21 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_005',skiprows=14)
zub22 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_006',skiprows=14)
zub23 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_007',skiprows=14)
zub24 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_008',skiprows=14)
zub25 = np.loadtxt('zubko_a0_009',skiprows=14)
zubo = np.loadtxt('zubko_p_o200',skiprows=14)
zubp = np.loadtxt('zubko_p_p200',skiprows=14)
zubr = np.loadtxt('zubko_p_r200',skiprows=14)

[5]: av = 1.086 # converting factor form Qext to A_lambda

[6]: AV = data[:,0]
print(np.where((AV >1.78) & (AV < 1.82)) )# finding inverse wavwlength 1.8 mu m␣
↪→beacuse that => Av = 1

(array([2143]),)

[7]: Av = data[2143,1] # setting the value to make Av = 1 at inverse wavwlength 1.8␣
↪→mu m

print(Av)

1.0437833986581184

[8]: # Bining of grain sizes in A_lambda/Av
msi = (av*sil1[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil2[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil3[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil4[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*sil5[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil6[:,2]/Av)

mku = (av*zub1[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub2[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub3[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub4[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*zub5[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub6[:,2]/Av)

msi2 = (av*sil7[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil8[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil9[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil10[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*sil11[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil12[:,2]/Av)

mku2 = (av*zub7[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub8[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub9[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub10[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*zub11[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub12[:,2]/Av)
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msi3 = (av*sil13[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil14[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil15[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil16[:,2]/
↪→Av)

mku3 = (av*zub13[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub14[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub15[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub16[:,2]/
↪→Av)

msi4 = (av*sil17[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil18[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil19[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil20[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*sil21[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil22[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil23[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil24[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*sil25[:,2]/Av)

mku4 = (av*zub17[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub18[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub19[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub20[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*zub21[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub22[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub23[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub24[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*zub25[:,2]/Av)

mrns= (av*sil2[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil3[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil4[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil5[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*sil6[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil7[:,2]/Av)

mrns2= (av*sil8[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil9[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil10[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil11[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*sil12[:,2]/Av)+(av*sil13[:,2]/Av)

mrnk= (av*zub21[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub22[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub23[:,2]/Av)+(av*zub24[:,2]/
↪→Av)+(av*zub25[:,2]/Av)

[9]: # plot of the different bins
plt.figure(figsize=(10,4),dpi=150)
plt.subplot(221)
plt.plot(1/sil1[:,1],msi,'steelblue',label='sil 0.01-0.06')
plt.plot(1/sil6[:,1],msi2,'royalblue',label='sil 0.07-0.20')
plt.plot(1/sil13[:,1],msi3,'b',label='sil 0.25-0.40')
plt.plot(1/sil17[:,1],msi4,'navy',label='sil 0.001-0.009')
plt.legend()
plt.xlabel(r'$\lambda^{-1} \; [\mu m]$')
plt.ylabel(r'$A_\lambda/A_V$')
#plt.ticklabel_format(style='sci', axis='y', scilimits=(0,0))
plt.subplot(222)
plt.plot(1/zub1[:,1],mku,'limegreen',label='car 0.01-0.06')
plt.plot(1/zub6[:,1],mku2,'seagreen',label='car 0.07-0.20')
plt.plot(1/zub13[:,1],mku3,'green',label='car 0.25-0.40')
plt.plot(1/zub17[:,1],mku4,'olivedrab',label='car 0.001-0.009')
plt.legend()
plt.xlabel(r'$\lambda^{-1} \; [\mu m]$')
plt.ylabel(r'$A_\lambda/A_V$')

[9]: Text(0, 0.5, '$A_\\lambda/A_V$')
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[10]: # comparing bins to data
plt.figure(figsize=(10,4),dpi=150)
plt.plot(data[:,0],data[:,1]/Av,'k',label='LMC average')
plt.plot(1/sil1[:,1],msi)
plt.plot(1/zub1[:,1],mku)
plt.xlabel(r'$\lambda^{-1} \; [\mu m^{-1}]$')
plt.ylabel(r'$A_\lambda/A_V$')

[10]: Text(0, 0.5, '$A_\\lambda/A_V$')

[37]: #setting the combination of dust to fit
specs = np.array([msi2,msi3,msi4,msi])

# setting initaial conidtions
a = [0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02]
b = [0.08,0.08,0.08,0.08,0.08,0.08]

[38]: from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error

[39]: def fitfunc6(Nt,runs): #very slow version 6 bin version
linit = a
uinit = b

for ir in range(runs):
kul = np.linspace(linit[0],uinit[0],Nt)
sil = np.linspace(linit[1],uinit[1],Nt)
kul2 = np.linspace(linit[2],uinit[2],Nt)
sil2 = np.linspace(linit[3],uinit[3],Nt)
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kul3 = np.linspace(linit[4],uinit[4],Nt)
sil3 = np.linspace(linit[5],uinit[5],Nt)
scoretabel = np.zeros([Nt**6,7])
i = 0
for a1 in range(Nt):

for a2 in range(Nt):
for a3 in range(Nt):

for a4 in range (Nt):
for a5 in range (Nt):

for a6 in range (Nt):
const = np.

↪→array([kul[a1],sil[a2],kul2[a3],sil2[a4],kul3[a5],sil3[a6]])
fixed =␣

↪→specs[0]*const[0]+specs[1]*const[1]+specs[2]*const[2]+specs[3]*const[3]␣
↪→+specs[4]*const[4]+specs[5]*const[5]

spe=np.interp(data[::-1,0],1/zub1[::
↪→-1,1],fixed[::-1])

score = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(spe[::-1],␣
↪→data[:,1]/Av))

scoretabel[i,:]␣
↪→=[score,kul[a1],sil[a2],kul2[a3],sil2[a4],kul3[a5],sil3[a6]]

i = i+1
bedstvalue = np.unravel_index(np.argmin(scoretabel[:,0]),scoretabel[:

↪→,0].shape)
bv = bedstvalue[0]
linit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*0.9
uinit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*1.1

const = scoretabel[bv,1:]
return const

[40]: def fitfunc4(Nt,runs): #okay time 4 bin version
linit = a
uinit = b

for ir in range(runs):
kul = np.linspace(linit[0],uinit[0],Nt)
sil = np.linspace(linit[1],uinit[1],Nt)
kul2 = np.linspace(linit[2],uinit[2],Nt)
sil2 = np.linspace(linit[3],uinit[3],Nt)
scoretabel = np.zeros([Nt**4,5])
i = 0
for a1 in range(Nt):

for a2 in range(Nt):
for a3 in range(Nt):

for a4 in range (Nt):
const = np.array([kul[a1],sil[a2],kul2[a3],sil2[a4]])
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fixed =␣
↪→specs[0]*const[0]+specs[1]*const[1]+specs[2]*const[2]+specs[3]*const[3]

#spe = np.interp(1/zub16[5:,1],data[:,0],data[:,1])␣
↪→#LMC SMC

spe=np.interp(data[::-1,0],1/zub1[::-1,1],fixed[::-1])␣
↪→#GRB

#spe=np.interp(1/data[::-1,0],1/zub1[::-1,1],fixed[::
↪→-1]) #MW pei

#spe=np.interp(data[450::-1,0],1/zub1[::-1,1],fixed[::
↪→-1]) #GRB tayaba

score = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(spe[::-1], data[:,1]/
↪→Av)) #GRB MW pei

#score = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(spe[::-1], data[49:
↪→,1]/Av)) #GRB tayaba

#score = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(fixed[5:], spe[:]))␣
↪→#LMC SMC

scoretabel[i,:]␣
↪→=[score,kul[a1],sil[a2],kul2[a3],sil2[a4]]

i = i+1
bedstvalue = np.unravel_index(np.argmin(scoretabel[:,0]),scoretabel[:

↪→,0].shape)
bv = bedstvalue[0]
linit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*0.9
uinit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*1.1

const = scoretabel[bv,1:]
return const

[41]: def fitfunc2(Nt,runs): #fast version 2 bin version
linit = a
uinit = b

for ir in range(runs):
kul = np.linspace(linit[0],uinit[0],Nt)
sil = np.linspace(linit[1],uinit[1],Nt)
scoretabel = np.zeros([Nt**2,3])
i = 0
for a1 in range(Nt):

for a2 in range(Nt):
const = np.array([kul[a1],sil[a2]])
fixed = specs[0]*const[0]+specs[1]*const[1]
spe=np.interp(data[::-1,0],1/zub1[::-1,1],fixed[::-1])
score = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(spe[::-1], data[:,1]/Av))
scoretabel[i,:] =[score,kul[a1],sil[a2]]
i = i+1

bedstvalue = np.unravel_index(np.argmin(scoretabel[:,0]),scoretabel[:
↪→,0].shape)
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bv = bedstvalue[0]
linit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*0.9
uinit = scoretabel[bv,1:]*1.1

const = scoretabel[bv,1:]
return const

[42]: consti = fitfunc4(10,50)
print(consti)

[0.02989101 0.04691319 0.37144286 0.01802974]

[27]: fix =␣
↪→specs[0]*consti[0]+specs[1]*consti[1]+specs[2]*consti[2]+specs[3]*consti[3]␣
↪→#+specs[4,:]*consti[4]+specs[5,:]*consti[5]

spe=np.interp(data[::-1,0],1/zub1[::-1,1],fix[::-1]) #GRB MW

[28]: plt.plot(data[:,0],data[:,1]/Av,'k',label='GRB121024A') #GRB MW
plt.plot(data[:,0],spe[::-1],'b',label='Best fit')#GRB MW
#plt.plot(1/zub16[5:,1],np.interp(1/zub16[5:,1],data[:,0],data[:,1]/
↪→Av),'k',label='Data') # LMC SMC

#plt.plot(1/zub16[5:,1],fix[5:],'b',label='Best fit') # LMC SMC
#plt.fill_between(data[49:,0],data[49:,2],data[49:,3],color="k",alpha=0.
↪→1,label=r'$\sigma_{Av}$') #GRB Tayaba

plt.fill_between(data[:,0],data[:,1]/Av-np.sqrt((((-data[:,1]/(Av**2))*0.
↪→3)**2)),data[:,1]/Av+np.sqrt((((-data[:,1]/Av**2))*0.
↪→3)**2),color="k",alpha=0.1,label=r'$\sigma_{Av}$') #GRB MW

plt.xlabel(r'$\lambda^{-1} \; [\mu m]$')
plt.ylabel(r'$A_\lambda/A_V$')
plt.legend()
rms = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(spe[::-1], data[:,1]/Av)) #GRB MW
chi2 = np.sum((spe[::-1]-data[:,1]/Av)**2/(data[:,1]/Av)) #GRB MW
#rms = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(fix[5:], np.interp(1/zub16[5:,1],data[:
↪→,0],data[:,1]))) #LMC SMC

#chi2 = np.sum((fix[5:]-np.interp(1/zub16[5:,1],data[:,0],data[:,1])/Av)**2/(np.
↪→interp(1/zub16[5:,1],data[:,0],data[:,1])/Av))

print(r'rms',rms,'chi^2',chi2,'std',np.std(spe[::-1])) #GRB MW
#print(r'rms',rms,'chi^2',chi2,'std',np.std(np.interp(1/zub16[5:,1],data[:
↪→,0],data[:,1]))) #LMC SMC

rms 0.0521878602825071 chi^2 5.763431849095555 std 0.24158804836311196
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[18]: prokul = (consti[0]*100)/np.sum(consti)
prosil = (consti[1]*100)/np.sum(consti)
prokul2 = (consti[2]*100)/np.sum(consti)
prosil2 = (consti[3]*100)/np.sum(consti)
#prokul3 = (consti[4]*100)/np.sum(consti)
#prosil3 = (consti[5]*100)/np.sum(consti)
#print('procentage model dust', prokul, '%', prosil, '%')
print('procentage model dust', prokul, '%', prosil, '%', prokul2, '%', prosil2␣
↪→,'%')

#print('procentage model dust', prokul, '%', prosil, '%', prokul2, '%', prosil2␣
↪→,'%',prokul3, '%', prosil3 ,'%')

procentage model dust 8.080952985008384 % 7.333356517919454 %
0.00867625481715823 % 84.577014242255 %

[ ]:
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B Mixed dust combination fits of GRB’s

Below are included the best fits obtained for the ten GRB host galaxies using a mix of silicate

and carbon dust. These are included to show the difference between a pure silicate fit, as shown

in the results section, and a fit combining the two dust types.

Figure 49: GRB 090313A silicate and carbon dust fit.

Figure 50: GRB 100219A silicate and carbon dust fit.
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Figure 51: GRB 100418A silicate and carbon dust fit.

Figure 52: GRB 100901A silicate and carbon dust fit.

Figure 53: GRB 111008A silicate and carbon dust fit.
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Figure 54: GRB 111209A silicate and carbon dust fit.

Figure 55: GRB 120119A silicate and carbon dust fit.

Figure 56: GRB 120815A silicate and carbon dust fit.
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Figure 57: GRB 121024A silicate and carbon dust fit.

Figure 58: GRB 130427A silicate and carbon dust fit.
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GRB

090313A

GRB

100219A

GRB

100418A

GRB

100901A

Bin 1 c: 0.04− 0.20µm 1.44% 0.41% 0.91% 3.29%

Bin 2 s: 0.01− 0.20µm 5.25% 3.20% 4.85% 10.47%

Bin 3 c: 0.001− 0.009µm 1.88% 5.78% 2.27% 0.35%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 91.43% 90.61% 91.97% 85.89%

RMS 0.26 0.37 0.27 0.21

χ2 15.86 21.26 14.52 10.76

GRB

111008A

GRB

111209A

GRB

120119A

GRB

120815A

Bin 1 c: 0.04− 0.20µm 1.11% 1.12% 2.47% 0.78%

Bin 2 s: 0.01− 0.20µm 6.35% 4.53% 7.68% 4.08%

Bin 3 c: 0.001− 0.009µm 1.72% 2.53% 1.00% 2.96%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 90.81% 91.83% 88.85% 92.19%

RMS 0.25 0.27 0.21 0.29

χ2 13.38 14.29 11.67 16.75

GRB

121024A

GRB

130427A

GRB

121024A

Bin 1 c: 0.04− 0.20µm 1.58% 1.65%
c: 0.01− 0.06,

0.25− 0.40µm
4.76%

Bin 2 s: 0.01− 0.20µm 5.30% 6.07%
s: 0.01− 0.06,

0.25− 0.40µm
7.83%

Bin 3 c: 0.001− 0.009µm 2.61% 1.43% c: 0.001− 0.009µm 35.39%

Bin 4 s: 0.001− 0.009µm 90.51% 90.85% s: 0.001− 0.009µm 52.02%

RMS 0.22 0.24 0.04

χ2 10.97 14.70 3.08

Table 7: Overview of the different bins used in the silicate and carbon dust combination of the

GRB host galaxies. S denotes that the sizes used are silicate dust and C similar is the carbon

dust sizes used to make the combination. Included is also the RMS and χ2 of each fit. For

GRB 121024A the last entry in the table corresponds to the bins used to make the right plot

of figure 57, whereas entry number 9 corresponds to the left plot of figure 57.
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